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Preface

In the light of recent development in the area of applied linguistics, it seems

convenient to explore annotated multilingual corpora, in order to gain better

balance between theoretical systems of language description and needs of NLP

applications. In the past, theoretical descriptive linguistic systems were designed

to provide a structural model of language behavior. The formalization was orig-

inally meant to capture the ways people use language in communication. In

the next phase, a need for explaining phenomena prevailed over the descriptive

function. Theoretical models were required to engage explanatory power, also

to cope with similarities and differences in language contact. Still, the models

were unburdened with the requirement to enable generation or interpretation of

language utterances without the presence of a human mediator. With automatic

processing of language, the requirements on generation (prediction) and evalua-

tion of the generated (predicted) outcome came into question. Consequently, a

large number of different and new problems have been noticed. Whereas peo-

ple are capable of using natural and innate intuition for the interpretation and

understanding of language, so far, the machines are not.

Language per se is a cognitive capacity built into the neurological network.

It is interconnected with our cognitive capacity of sensual perception and signal

decoding. Linguists from early times imagined that language is a structure of

strictly identified layers, independent, though interconnected by a number of

relations (in Czech linguistic tradition, most prominently the relation of form and

function). Being a linguist usually meant inventing most elaborate descriptions of

those layers and their individual elements and relations. Linguists often differed

enormously from one another in their ideas and judgment, though they never

ceased trying to overcome the thought that most probably, it is impossible to

invent an exhaustive list of non-overlapping rules and mutually excluding labels

for creating a perfect language model.
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PREFACE

Developing a theory as a structured system of description of linguistic phe-

nomena always involves a huge amount of simplification and generalization, even

on the lowest levels. Phonology supplies us with a relatively concise list of

phoneme labels standing for a vast number of possible speech sounds used in

utterances. In morphology, elements often collapse one into another, creating

complex units. With syntax, there is not even a universal agreement on the de-

sired depth of description. And most importantly, beginning with the layer of

semantics, we even start to lack concrete linguistic material. There is hardly any

direct material on which we may observe manifestations of meaning and cognitive

content; the only scarce data come from the neurolinguistic research, but so far,

they remain not easily interpretable, and often, individual studies give different,

or even contradictory results. Having no uderlying knowledge of higher layers

granted, the only way left is to generalize or guess the properties of language at

higher levels from its behavior on lower levels. But this is rather tricky, since we

are at risk of messing our generalizations with incorrect assumptions.

There are at least three ways of approaching the process of building a theo-

retical model of language: a descriptive, a generative, and an explanatory one.

In the first case, we aim at describing and understanding of general schemata of

language function. At a descriptive level, we can easily manage cases that do not

fit perfectly into the given system, all the counterexamples, deviations and excep-

tions. An explanatory level builds a sort of superstructure over the description.

It aims at understanding why language behaves the way it actually behaves. It

must be sensitive to synchronous and diachronous aspects of a language, as well

as of its cross-linguistic relations to other languages. A generative approach then

represents another superstructure over the descriptive and explanatory level. If

we know exactly what a language looks like, and we are sure enough about the

reasons it looks like exactly this way, we may predict emerging utterances. The

generative approach is undoubtedly important for the applied linguistics, though

it appears that the generative capacities of machines often need different specifi-

cations and ways of treatment than human learners of a language.

In the thesis, we look upon differences in argument structure of verbs con-

sidering the Czech language and the English language, combining a descriptive

approach with an explanatory one, with the hope of making an analysis that

would one day be helpful in construction of a generative procedure. The problems

mentioned here hit at multifarious aspects of language and linguistic theory, the

reasons for argument mismatches stretch from morphological properties, through

syntactic and semantic behavior of verb dependants, up to cognitive relations

between words and concepts. Due to the large extent of linguistic information

involved in the data explanation, it was not possible for us to go as deep into

the individual problems as would perhaps be appropriate. Therefore, this work

2



PREFACE

represents rather a list of suggestions for further, more detailed linguistic research

of individual phenomena; we are more than sure that each of the analysis-related

chapters would deserve an individual dedicated thesis if treated properly.

The thesis is divided into two parts. Part I deals basically with the technical

process of building a bilingual valency lexicon under a specific linguistic theory.

Chapter 1 briefly summarizes the aims of the thesis and the hypotheses we build

upon. Chapter 2 elaborates on the most prominent aspects of thinking about

valency in a foreign (Chapter 2.1) and Czech (Chapter2.2) linguistic discourse,

and describes its treatment in the Functional Generative Description approach

(Chapter 2.3) as the underlying theoretical background of the whole project.

Chapter 3, which concludes the first part of the thesis, is dedicated to the speci-

fication of the data, technical prerequisites, annotation environment, and, above

all, the annotation process of building the lexicon.

Part II is concerned with linguistic analysis of those issues found in the data

that represent points of differences between valency structures corresponding to

certain events in Czech and English. These include either structural issues (miss-

ing or embedded arguments), or issues of meaning (different syntactic labels for

the same semantic participant). Chapter 4 restates the grounds for the analysis

and expands the hypotheses. Chapter 5 explores reasons for and treatment of

those points in the data where some valency complementation is unavailable for

alignment, either because it is expressed in a distant position in the structure,

or because it is implicit on one side of translation. Chapter 6 aims at classifying

the reasons for functor mismatch in the data, i.e., the points where two corre-

sponding dependants are labeled differently in the source language and in the

translation. Chapter 7 analyses, in our opinion, the most interesting issue in the

data – reasons for conflicting annotation, i.e., places where it is not possible to

apply a single way of valency complementation alignment to all occurrences of

the frame-pair in the treebank. The findings of the thesis are then summarized

in Chapter 8.

As Robert Dixon puts it in his elaborate account of world linguistic ap-

proaches, (Dixon, 2010, p. 2), “There is constant feed-back between theory and

description. Each description is in terms of the established theory, and the theory

itself is made up of interrelated inductive generalizations based on the descrip-

tions provided in terms of it. As each new description is completed, it is likely

to lead to the refinement or revision of some aspect or aspects of the theory.”

We believe that a theory should, among other, serve for being applied to the

data, and the data, reversely, should serve for the improvement and refinement

of the theory. Still, in our opinion, it is important not to forget that in research,

there is always the possibility that new data will contradict our theory, however

ingenious or fine-grained it might be.

3
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Methodology and Data





1

Objectives

1.1 Building a Bilingual Valency Dictionary

The first and foremost aim of the research was to build a bilingual valency dictio-

nary that would possibly be helpful in machine translation tasks. The underlying

idea was the following: since verb valency is the core structural property that

builds the clause, capturing the alignment of individual valency positions as well

as the linking of translational equivalents of the verbs should model the basic

patterns of cross-lingual relations. Moreover, having a resource that stores such

relations for several thousands of verbs and verb-pairs, we may be able to gener-

alize (on the basis of semantic relatedness, or classes) about the unseen verbs in

text (though this task exceeds the actual scope of the research and is more like a

temptation to the future).

The basic aims of the thesis are:

1. to present the project of building a bilingual Czech-English valency lexicon

CzEngVallex 1.0,

2. to analyse the data of CzEngVallex 1.0 with respect to crosslingual differ-

ences, and consequently

3. to draw conclusions about the level of appropriateness of the chosen lin-

guistic framework for MT tasks in the area of valency relations.

1.2 Hypotheses

One of the important aims of our research is to verify several hypotheses about

the character of verb valency relations from a cross-lingual point of view. The hy-

potheses (stated below) were formulated on the basis of comparative observations

7



1 OBJECTIVES

of various linguistic data, and their verification is carried out in the second part

of this thesis by means of a systematic inspection of a large and richly annotated

parallel corpus.

Hypothesis 1 For each pair of Czech-English valency frames there should be a

unique tectogrammatic alignment of arguments. Potential conflicts of alignment

signalize a deficiency in the finegrainedness or depth of syntactic description.

Hypothesis 2 There will be a small but significant number of cases where

the corresponding verbs would differ in the number of their valency positions,

or a functor in the source language and the corresponding functor in the target

language would not match in value. The latter case includes mainly:

1. structural re-positioning of arguments, usually due to the change of situa-

tional perspective (alternations);1

2. different semantic interpretations of a single position.

These cases possibly represent the core differences between languages regarding

their deep syntactic structure. They are systematic, can be specified and listed.

By their listing, thorough inspection, description and implementation of the find-

ings into our MT systems, we may improve our results.

1 The term “alternation” comes from the works of Beth Levin and is now widely used in

syntactic papers. It is a short form of “diathesis alternation”, i.e., a term describing the

possibility of expressing semantic participants of a certain situation in different syntactic

configurations. Alternations may but do not have to result in a shift in interpretation.

Unlike the term “diathesis”, which describes a particular configuration of participants in a

syntactic construction, the term “alternation” points out the mutual relation between two

(or more) such constructions. Compare the definition of “alternation” in (Panevová et al.,

2014, p. 103).

8



2

Theoretical Background

Valency is a linguistic phenomenon of enormous complexity, and as such, it has

been studied from many different points of view, dealt with in many theoretical

frameworks using different approaches, methods and analytical bases. If we may

generalize, the thinking of (not only verbal) valency worldwide has been basically

centered around a few main points of interest, the most important being the

following:

1. What layer, or, what depth of linguistic description does valency belong to?

Is it a lexical semantic property or does it emerge in syntagma only?

2. How many (and what) roles do we need to account efficiently and fully for

the possibilities and variations of a language to describe a situation, an

event and its participants?

3. How shall we characterize the roles? What level of abstraction shall we use

to label and explain them?

4. How does valency contribute to the delimitation of different meanings of a

particular verb lemma?

Since the history of thinking about valency as a noteworthy linguistic phe-

nomenon is vast and giving its full account would be far beyond the aims of this

thesis, in this chapter, we describe exclusively those linguistic valency theories,

methods and resources that were inspirational to the particular project of our

building the CzEngVallex lexicon. For a more detailed summary of approaches

to valency (especially those relevant to the grounds of the Functional Generative

Description theory), see, e.g., (Panevová, 1980), (Urešová, 2011a) or (Žabokrtský,

2005).

Through the history of thinking about valency as a concept, we can see a

shift from classification based on syntactic forms, through approaches considering

9



2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

semantic superstructures, up to theories taking into account both syntactic and

semantic properties of verbs and utterances as an indivisible unity. In other

words, modern valency theories usually perceive syntactic and semantic features

of words as strongly intertwined. The theories, though, often differ in the amount

of importance they ascribe to the particular syntactic and/or semantic share.

Based on this, we can perceive individual approaches as “syntactocentric” or

“lexicocentric”.

Syntactocentric approaches usually look at valency as a universal set of argu-

ments forming sets of patterns according to specific structural rules. The argu-

ments are largely identified according to their position in the structure and their

position in the structure is prescribed by the internal combinatorial potential of

the verb. Syntactocentric theories of valency are represented primarily by the

approaches building on the grounds laid by Noam Chomsky.

On the other hand, lexicocentric approaches perceive valency as a potential

constructed by the meaning of the word and approachable through the analysis

of its individual semantic features. Lexicocentric approach is represented, e.g.,

by the works of Thomas Herbst, Susan Hunston, Patrick Hanks, Ray Jackendoff,

etc.

2.1 Valency: Theory and Resources for

Foreign Linguistic Data

2.1.1 Argument Structure Approaches

A number of researchers worldwide work with general argument structure con-

cepts built within various generative grammar frameworks. These frameworks are

known for their efforts to systematize the linguistic system to the highest possible

level, i.e., to reach the highest possible level of explanatory force. The description

of language they build should account for any utterance in a straightforward way.

Consequently, they use wide sets of conditions and rules. The questions of inter-

est include determining the position of valency complementations bearing theta

roles1 within the universal syntactic structure and describing the mechanism of

licensing their meaning. It can be said that, generally, the way theta roles are as-

signed to arguments is more important then the overall question of their number

and types.

(Grimshaw, 1990) is a monograph presenting a complex argument structure

theory within the Government and Binding framework. Grimshaw works with

1 Thematic relations, arguments.

10



2.1 VALENCY: THEORY AND RESOURCES FOR FOREIGN LINGUISTIC DATA

the notion of Thematic Roles, and postulates two hierarchies: a hierarchy of

thematic roles and a hierarchy of the so-called aspectual roles. The prominence

of individual roles in the two hierarchies then governs their realization as syntactic

arguments of a verb.

Hale and Keyser (2002) define argument structure as a system of structural

relations holding between heads2 and their arguments. They claim two syntactic

relations only, a complement and a specifier, represented by two different positions

in the verb projection. The way the individual arguments take these positions

determines the different syntactic properties of the verbs (transitivity, ergativ-

ity, etc.). Alternations are a result of specific processes and relations merging

individual projections (e.g., conflation, incorporation).

In the Minimalist Program (Chomsky, 1995), valency is approached as a pro-

cess of valuation of features, argument licensing is then usually seen as a type of

Agree operation. A particular branch of research is concerned with explaining

the movement of arguments in sentence perspective (scrambling) (Baker, 1996).

Manning and Sag (1998) offer an interesting account of argument structure

theory within the HPSG theory, shifting the attention of the theory from the

surface valencies to a deep argument structure approach. HPSG syntax works

with the subcategorization principle. For each head, a single list of subcatego-

rized arguments is listed; this list represents the argument structure of the head.

Simultaneously, the list expresses the realized arguments of the clause. The au-

thors argue that argument structure configuration predicts binding possibilities.

A database of valency frames for multiple languages (Norwegian, Spanish and

Ga) has been created within the HPSG theory (Hellan et al., 2014). The lexi-

con stores information about the argument structure in the form of a sequence

of constituents. The frame is labeled with a functional label characterizing the

whole frame (such as transitive). Also, information about the “situation type”

and aspectual properties of the verb is provided.

2.1.2 Dowty’s Proto-Roles

Dowty (1991) places valency on the syntax-semantics interface. He is primarily

interested in the level of discreteness or, on the other hand, generalization a

linguistic theory should apply to its roles. Being aware of the large problem of

role fragmentation and unclear boundaries in the available theories, Dowty offers

a theory of role prototypes, i.e., proto-roles, saying that roles do not appear as

discrete categories, but rather as cluster concepts. He suggests two proto-roles, a

2 In constituent structure, a head is the grammatic function that determines the category of

the whole phrase.
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Proto-Agent and a Proto-Patient, and offers a list of entailments that characterize

them. The argument with the most Proto-Agent properties takes the position

of the subject in the sentence, the argument with most Proto-Patient properties

takes the position of an object. The diathesis alternations are consistent with

the proto-roles theory, different subcategorization is the manifestation of semantic

variation, i.e., two different argument configurations correspond to two different

verb senses in a lexicon, also affecting the aspectual properties of the verb.

2.1.3 Levin’s Verb Classes and Alternations

A seminal work on verb valency patterns and their impact on semantic inter-

pretation is represented by (Levin, 1993). Levin presents a cross-classification of

more than 3000 English verbs. Starting with an assumption that verb meaning

influences its syntactic behavior, she offers a list of variations in syntactic pat-

terning. On the basis of the individual lists of available syntactic patterns for the

individual verbs, she shows that semantically close verbs share certain syntactic

patterns, i.e., the way the verbs organize their arguments can serve as a manifes-

tation of their semantic class. Levin uses the so-called “diathesis alternations”

as a probe for distinguishing the verb’s meaning. Levin does not specify or label

directly the syntactic elements constituting the patterns. She works with phrase

structure terminology (NP, PP), but her description of the individual alternations

mixes syntactic labels (Subject, Object) with semantic labels (Source, Substance,

Cause).

Levin’s classification is, in its extended version (Kipper et al., 2006), used

in the online large-coverage valency lexicon of English verbs VerbNet (Schuler,

2005). The resource contains both information about syntactic descriptions, or

syntactic frames, of the verbs, including the possible surface realizations of the

argument structure, and the associated thematic roles. The lexicon works with 23

defined thematic roles. Each syntactic argument is assigned one – usually unique

– thematic role within the class. The lexicon also specifies semantic restrictions

(such as “animate”, “human”, “organization”) applied to the thematic roles.

Moreover, the VerbNet frames include mappings to other lexical resources, such

as WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) or FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al., 2006).

2.1.4 PropBank: Theory-Independent Semantic

Annotation

The Proposition Bank, or PropBank, project (Palmer et al., 2005) is aimed at

adding semantic representation of predicates to a treebank. It builds a layer

of predicate-argument information based on the syntactic structures of the Penn
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Figure 2.1: VerbNet frame for the verb “leave”

Table 2.1: The rough correspondence of arguments to semantic roles in Prop-

Bank

Arg0 Agent

Arg1 Patient

Arg2 Instrument/Benefactive/Attribute

Arg3 Starting Point/Benefactive/Attribute

Arg4 Ending Point

ArgM Modifier

Treebank. The project tries to be theory-independent to a large extent, therefore,

it does not use any established system of semantic roles labels. An important goal

of the project is to provide such annotation of arguments, where arguments of

one verb lexeme would remain consistent even if the lexeme appeared in different

frame alternations. Thus, PropBank uses numbered arguments instead of seman-

tic labeling. The rough correspondence of the numbered arguments to semantic

roles is shown in table 2.1.3 In the frame lexicon, the arguments are accompanied

by predicate-specific descriptions of semantic roles (e.g., for the verb “to leave”,

Arg0 is specified as “entity leaving”, for the verb “to give”, Arg0 is “giver” etc.),

and illustrated by example sentences.

2.1.5 Fillmore’s Case Grammar and Frame Semantics

This elaborate branch of thinking about valency properties can be traced back

to Fillmore’s seminal paper on “deep cases” (Fillmore, 1968). Fillmore’s Case

Grammar was a substantial attempt to articulate the linkage between syntac-

tic and semantic roles. Even though the conceptualization of semantic roles has

undergone massive development and change since its publication, the basic as-

3 According to (Bonial et al., 2012).
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Figure 2.2: PropBank frame for the verb “leave”

sumption of a tight relation between surface and deep syntax remains a core

concept of today’s valency theories.

Palmer et al. (2010, p. 5) comment on the Case Grammar’s relevance in

the following way: “However, in spite of the intuitive appeal of case theory, the

field has failed to form a consensus around a set of cases or a set of tests for

determining them. There may be general agreement on the cases (or Thematic

Roles or Semantic Roles) [...], but there is substantial disagreement on exactly

when and where they can be assigned and which additional cases should be added,

if any.”

Fillmore’s approach developed later into the Frame Semantics extension, re-

lating the semantic meaning of a verb to the knowledge of a real world situation.

A word activates semantic knowledge relating to the specific concept to which

it refers. Also, a certain perspective from which the situation is viewed is spec-

ified in the “frame”. Frame Semantics became an integral component of the

Construction Grammar approach.

FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al., 2006) is a large lexical database founded by

Charles Fillmore and theoretically based on Frame Semantics. Originally, it was

built on the English language data, but a number of similar projects have been

started for other languages as well. It contains about 13 000 word senses, most

of them with annotated examples that show their meaning and usage, and over

1 200 semantic frames. Each frame represents a sort of fine-grained semantic class.

The frames are organized in hierarchies based on the relation of “inheritance”.

Inheritance is a frame-to-frame relation in which the child frame elaborates or

specifies the parent frame. For each frame, a detailed definition describing the

14
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situation and its participants is provided. Frame elements are distinguished as

being “core”, i.e., essential to the meaning, or “non-core” elements.

Figure 2.3: FrameNet frame for the verb “leave”

2.1.6 Construction Grammar

The Construction Grammar (CxG) (Goldberg, 1995) approach to argument struc-

tures is based upon the assumption that the syntactic manifestation of verb

arguments is governed by lexical-semantic properties of the verb which attract

certain abstract syntactic construction pattern. The desired syntactic configura-

tion of arguments is believed to encode different aspects of meaning or different

pragmatic aspects (topic-focus articulation). This is called the principle of no

synonymy of grammatical forms. The construction patterns are expressed as

chains of arguments positions connected with basic prototypical event meanings

(like “X causes Y to receive Z”), and are organized in hierarchies of inheri-

tance, from central to specific senses. It is supposed that individual constructions

attract verbs of the same semantic properties, or classes.

It is important to note that in CxG approach, the semantics of a verb and

the semantics of a construction exist independently, though they interact in an

integrated manner in constituting the utterance. CxG distinguishes participant

roles which are specific and belong to the so-called verb frame, and argument

roles, more general concepts, which belong to the construction and roughly cor-

respond to the notion of thematic roles. The lexical-semantic character of the

verb determines which of the frame roles are “profiled”, i.e., focal, prominent

within the scene. E.g., the frames of the verbs “steal” and “rob” differ mainly

in the profiled role, while “steal” profiles the thing stolen, “rob” profiles the vic-

tim. The profiled roles are then syntactically associated with direct grammatical

functions.
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Figure 2.4: LCS for the verb “leave”

2.1.7 Jackendoff’s Lexical Conceptual Structures

Jackendoff (1992) introduces Conceptual Semantic approach to argument struc-

ture of the verb. According to him, the way arguments attach to the verb is

coded in its semantics. Therefore, it can be de-coded through semantic decom-

position of the verb’s meaning into semantic primitives. The decomposition of

a lexical item’s meaning can be captured with a Lexical Conceptual Structure

(LCS). In an LCS, semantic primitives are represented as universal semantic cat-

egories (Event, State, Object, Path, Place, etc.) which are built by combination

of functions and arguments. The functions are represented by simplistic events

(GO, CAUSE, DO) and relations (IN, AT) etc.

(1) a. This book belongs to John.

b. [State BE Poss ([Thing BOOK],[Place AT ([Thing JOHN])])]

The concept of Lexical Conceptual Structure was used for the creation of

the LCS Database (Dorr, 2001). A comparative paper on the similarities and

differences between the labeling standards of the LCS Database, PropBank and

Prague Dependency Treebank can be found in (Hajičová and Kučerová, 2002).
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2.1.8 Mel’čuk’s Meaning Text Theory of Predicates

Igor Mel’čuk (Mel’čuk, 2004a) (Mel’čuk, 2004b) offers a detailed analysis of the

valency issue within the Meaning Text Theory framework. He distinguishes ac-

tants and circumstantials on three different levels of description. Semantic ac-

tants are labeled with semantic category labels (“Experiencer, Possessor”) and

correspond to the participants of a linguistic situation. The correspondence is

not necessarily one-to-one. A situational participant may remain unexpressed

on the semantic level, or more situational participants may be expressed with a

single semantic actant. Surface Syntactic actants are determined exclusively by

syntactic considerations (morphological forms, word order, agreement and gov-

ernment, etc.) and labeled according to their syntactic function (Subject, Direct

Object. etc.). Deep Syntactic actants are then designed as an interface between

the semantic and surface representation. They are cross-linguistically universal,

“positional”, labeled with numbers; there are six Deep Syntactic actants slots

available at most. A lexeme may express one Semantic Structure with several

Deep Syntactic patterns; this results in the existence of “verb alternations”.

Mel’čuk (1982) also distinguishes the so-called Lexical Functions on the level

of Deep Syntax. These are general rules for collocability, compatibility, or lexical

derivation of certain expressions. Lexical Function takes a lexical argument and

produces a corresponding lexical value. e.g., Mult - “aggregate of”: Mult(ship)

= fleet. These rules also help to account for some of the valency-related issues,

such as conversive verbs, Aktionsart effects, verbal phraseology etc.

Kahane and Polguere (2001, p. 1) mention an important aspect of including

collocability into monolingual, rather than bilingual dictionaries: “It could seem

at first glance more straightforward to directly store in a bilingual index that

heavy smoker is the proper translation for gros fumeur. However, such approach

will lead system developers with no choice but building huge bilingual indexes of

collocations for each language pair they want to handle. It is more rational to

develop rich monolingual dictionaries describing collocations controlled by each

lexical unit and to limit the scope of bilingual lexicons to establishing correspon-

dences between lexical entries.”

2.1.9 Hanks’s Corpus Pattern Analysis

Patrick Hanks approaches valency from a lexicographic point of view, stating the

essential need of using corpora in lexicographic description of words. His Corpus

Pattern Analysis (CPA) is built as a way of mapping meaning onto words in a

text. It is declared as rooted in the Theory of Norms and Exploitations. Its

worth lies in the fact that it thoroughly analyses words in their actual use and
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tries to identify syntagmatic patterns in which they appear. Apart from the

“valency structure”, it also aims for capturing other, “subvalency” features of

the syntagmata driven by the verb semantics (such as presence or absence of

determiners with participant NPs, etc.), which allows for a smooth treatment of

phraseology. Hanks (2004) also argues for lexicographic capturing of semantically

typical collocations, since the number and type of arguments in the “frame” is

sometimes simply not enough to distinguish individual word senses.

CPA patterns are constructed as series of participants labeled with semantic

labels of different level of concreteness (Human, Event, Attitude, Document,

Movie...). The labels then constitute wide and intricate ontologies.

A lexicographic counterpart to the CPA project is the PDEV lexicon.4 The

weakpoint of CPA used for lexicon annotation might be the delicacy of the process

of choosing the right level of generalization in choosing the label on the basis

of data analysis, which might be strongly influenced by the annotators personal

preferences. For a discussion on the inter-annotator agreement issue, see (Cinková

et al., 2010).

Also, there is currently a project on linking verb patterns across languages

combining manual annotations with heuristic-based algorithm in order to create

a multilingual verb pattern resource, see (Baisa et al., 2016). In this attempt,

though, the linking of patterns with different number of complementations is not

allowed.

Figure 2.5: PDEV frame for the verb “flee”

4 http://pdev.org.uk
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2.2 Valency: Theory and Resources for Czech

data

Czech linguistics has a long and profound tradition of valency exploration. Within

this tradition, the following theories remain outstanding, many of them producing

their own valency lexicons.

Daneš and Hlavsa (1987) use the concept of a “Two-Layer Valency Syntac-

tic Approach” (“Dvourovinná valenčńı syntax”). They work with the so-called

“predicative act”. Their “sentential patterns” (“větné vzorce”) represent indi-

vidual types of syntactic structures. The syntax then is built as a system of

sentential patterns and organizational principles for creating utterances. The

sentential patterns are constructed on two layers – semantic and grammatical

(syntactic). Also, the theory employs various expanding, extending or substi-

tutional rules to create derivations of the basic sentential patterns. Although

the sentential patterns belong to syntactic representation, they are dependent on

the lexical representation as well – they are driven by the lexical choice of the

predicator. The authors work with the concept of obligatoriness, potentiality and

faculativeness of individual roles. A lexicographic counterpart to this theory is

the “Slovesa pro praxi” dictionary (Svozilová et al., 1997).

Čermák (1991) is mainly concerned with rules for lexicographic representation

of valency. Contrary to Daneš and Hlavsa, he considers valency as an inherent

lexical categorial property of a word, which must be stated in a dictionary. Any

change in valency of a lexical item then signalizes a change in meaning. Also, he

promotes the thought that words can (and in the lexicographic approaches even

must) be put into classes according to their paradigm and valency.

Št́ıcha (1984) does not focus solely on valency, but his work, dealing with

a sentence as a whole, is strongly concerned with many related concepts, such

as hierarchization of situation, propositional actants, etc. Št́ıcha’s model of lan-

guage representation of events and situations supposes three layers – proposi-

tional, semantic and syntactic, each distinguishing its own participant types, but

interconnected and mapping to each other in patterns.

Uličný (2000) uses a logical and semantic decompositional approach to deter-

mine the hierarchy of participants, based on morphemic cases. Obligatoriness is

in his approach connected to the identity of semantic features of the predicator

and the participant. He distinguishes intentional (obligatory) and unintentional

participants. The intentional participants then are divided into the so-called fac-

tors and non-factors, which differ in the degree of agentive participation in the

situation. The hierarchy he offers covers a wide range of participant labels and a

very interesting non-traditional participant grouping.
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Another point of view is presented in the Modified Valency Theory (MVT)

(Karĺık, 2000). Valency here is a matter of semantics. Semantic actants are

implied in the meaning of a lexical item. At the same time, syntactic positions

for semantic actants are opened. A lexical item as the bearer of valency selects

the number and grammatical form of its complements, as well as their obliga-

toriness. Valency then is presented as a linguistic construct that enables struc-

turing (hierarchization, perspectivization) of situation. Karĺık speaks of filtering

(backgrounding) insignificant participants and “coding” the significant ones as

semantic roles. Another important feature of the MVT is distinguishing internal

and external valency positions, where the external valency position is selected by

morphology, e.g., by the nominative case form. Including the participant selec-

tion force into the morphological system drives Karĺık to formulate the distinction

between “macrovalency” and “microvalency”.

Pala and Ševeček (1997) consider valency a semantic phenomenon expressed

by morphemic means. They present a concept of a valency lexicon of Czech verbs

which prefers typicality judgment to obligatoriness judgment (they argue that the

usual obligatoriness tests have serious limitations). They offer a hierarchy of six

degrees of valency complementations dependent on a verb:

1. lexically determined complementations, which cannot be elided from the

sentence;

2. obligatory complementations;

3. facultative complementations;

4. “middle” complementations, predicted by the broad sense of the verb;

5. free modifications

6. peripheral elements

This approach allows covering also phenomena related to valency in a more

complex way, such as phraseology etc. The representation of valency complemen-

tations is provided via their typical morphological forms. This approach resulted

in creation of the BRIEF database covering around 50 000 valency frames for

about 15 000 Czech verbs. This database was one of the resources used for the

creation of the VerbaLex lexicon (Hlaváčková, 2008), together with the Czech

WordNet (Pala and Smrž, 2004). VerbaLex generally uses the VALLEX (see be-

low) format, but it aims for a more semantic way of description. Horák and Pala

(2007) work with “a two-level” role labels, where the shallow labels stand for

syntagmatic participant semantic labels (AGENT, PATIENT), whereas the deep
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roles are more of semantic types (SUBStance). The VerbaLex lexicon, besides of-

fering information on morphological realization and semantic roles, includes also

information on animateness of the participant and other features which might be

beneficial for semantic tasks. In recent years, VerbaLex has been interconnected

within the PDEV (Hanks and Pustejovsky, 2005) lexicon. In this task, semantic

ontologies of both lexicons were mapped to one another with success (Baisa et al.,

2014).

Our research profits mainly from the solid grounds of syntactico-semantic

approaches to valency built and explored by Jarmila Panevová (prominently in

(Panevová, 1980)), Eva Hajičová (Hajičová and Panevová, 1985) and Petr Sgall

(Sgall, 1998) within the Functional Generative Description (FGD) theory. The

valency description within the FGD theory relates its roots to Tesnière’s theory

of actants and circonstants and provides a range of deep syntactic valency roles

at the so-called tectogrammatical layer. The tectogrammatical layer combines

semantic and syntactic features, enabling thus a suitable level of generalization

to account for syntactic phenomena while keeping enough specificity to reflect

basic nuances in meaning. Within this theory, three valency lexicons were cre-

ated. PDT-Vallex (for Czech) and Engvallex (for English) (see Chapter. 3.2)

were created primarily as resources for treebank annotation, whereas VALLEX

(Lopatková et al., 2008) emerged as a targeted attempt at formal description of

valency frames of Czech verbs. It differs from PDT-Vallex in format, in features

captured, and consequently, in valency frames included as well. The last available

version of VALLEX contains roughly 2 722 lexeme entries5 covering around 4 586

Czech verbs in 10 821 senses.

2.3 FGD Valency Theory (FGD VT)

In this chapter, we will briefly introduce the FGD valency theory as the underlying

framework of our research.

2.3.1 Basic Concepts

In the FGD, valency is seen as a property of a lexeme and is captured primarily

in the tectogrammatic layer (the layer of deep syntactic relations). Its description

is based both on syntactic and semantic criteria. Valency properties of a lexeme

are captured in the form of a set of valency frames, roughly corresponding to the

5 VALLEX treats aspectual counterparts within the same entry.
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individual senses of the word.6 Individual valency positions are labeled with the

so called “functors”, which identify the relation of the valency complementation

to its governing word.

Within the theory, five actants (or “inner participants”, arguments), i.e., main

universal and typical arguments of a valency frame, are recognized: ACT (Actor),

PAT (Patient), ADDR (Addressee), EFF (Effect) and ORIG (Origin). Following

Tesnière, it is declared that ACT and PAT stand for more general concepts of “the

first” and “the second” argument in the valency structure. These positions are

defined syntactically, regardless their semantics, i.e., the first actant in the frame

is always ACT, and the second actant is always PAT, whatever their real semantic

interpretation is. This is called the rule of “shifting of cognitive roles”: if the verb

has only two arguments, semantic Effect, semantic Addressee and/or semantic

Origin are being shifted to the Patient position; if it has only one position, this

position is always labeled ACT.

Apart from the actants, FGD distinguishes free modifications (“adjuncts”,

“circumstants”), i.e., roles for circumstantial (temporal, spatial, causal, etc.) se-

mantic relations. FGD also works with the concept of obligatoriness (vs. op-

tionality) at the deep syntactic level.7 Those valency complementations that

are necessary for the interpretation of the meaning of the word are obligatory;

they must be present at the deep syntactic layer, though they are not necessarily

expressed overtly in an utterance. The other complementations are considered

optional. The main criterion the authors of FGD use for distinguishing obligatory

valency complementations from the optional ones, is called the “dialogue test”.

This test builds on the assumption that a speaker in a dialogue cannot answer “I

don’t know” to a question for an obligatory complementation without yielding

semantic confusion. (for details, see (Urešová, 2011a)).

The valency frame in the FGD valency theory is then constituted by all ac-

tant positions opened by the verb, whether obligatory or optional (2a), and only

those free modification positions that are obligatory in the given meaning (2b).

Optional free modifications are not included in the valency frame of PDT-Vallex,

even if typical.8

(2) a. Jeho d̊uvodyACT vedly vrchńı soudADDR ke zrušeńıPAT rozsudku.

6 The frames of different senses may include identical number and type of valency comple-

mentations, though. Thus, the form of the valency frame is not distinctive.
7 Panevová (2016) speaks explicitly about semantic obligatoriness.
8 On the contrary, the VALLEX lexicon does include some typical free modification comple-

mentations in the frame description, to account for semantically important features of the

verb.
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His reasons lead the high court to revoke the judgment.

vést: ACT PAT ?ADDR

b. VčeraLOC se PavelACT vydal do městaDIR3 autemMEANS.

Yesterday Pavel went to the city by car.

vydat se: ACT DIR3

2.3.2 To the Actant-Free Modification Distinction and

the Concept of Obligatoriness

Since the inclusion of a complementation in the valency frame is crucially de-

pendent on its being identified either as an actant, or as a free modification in

the structure, we must address also the more general question of distinguishing

between arguments and adjuncts, arguments and circumstantials, core and non-

core valency elements etc. This question is important and extremely intricate for

every linguistic theory of valency available. Unfortunately, no generally accepted

consensus on the matter has been provided yet.

A very nice and summarizing debate of the issue of arguments vs. adjuncts

can be found, e.g., in (Dowty, 1991). Not only does the author question the

mere possibility of finding clear matching criteria for argumenthood that would

apply to all types of arguments, but he also mentions an important catch of the

argumenthood-defining efforts. When trying to define argument roles unambigu-

ously, we necessarily use criteria from many levels of linguistic description, not

only syntactic and semantic, but we also have to engage morphological and prag-

matical hints. This on one hand helps us to specify the roles more exactly, but on

the other hand makes it more difficult to judge the appropriateness of the criteria

themselves.

In the theories of argument structure, a number of tests for argumenthood

have been invented, though none of them is free from counterexamples and

doubts. A brief summary of the test types can be found, e.g., in (Hwang, 2011).

Some of the tests are syntactically designed for English, and as such, they are

hardly applicable to Czech data (word-order tests, wh-island tests, pseudo-cleft

test, etc.).

One of the tests which are of interest to us considering our research is the

alternation test, based on the assumption that if the given complementation is

subject to shift to an Actor or Patient position within a frame alternation, it

must be considered an argument. Thus in (3a), “prohlášeńıMEANS” will have to

be considered an argument of the verb “naštvat”, since it can shift to the position

of an ACT in an alternation (3b).

(3) a. MadonnaACT naštvala novinářePAT svým prohlášeńımMEANS.
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Madonna made the journalists angry with her announcement.

b. Madonnino prohlášeńıACT naštvalo novinářePAT .

Madonna’s announcement made the journalists angry.

Another test of argumenthood is the verbal pro-form test. An argument of

a verb is a word the occurrence of which is made possible by a specific verb,

therefore, it cannot occur with a generic verb. This can be tested by attempting

to move a phrase into a neighboring clause with an anaphoric verb, as shown

in (4a), (4c). Adjuncts, by contrast, are not tied to particular verbs and can

therefore be moved out freely into a clause with an anaphoric verb (4b), (4d):

(4) a. I wrote a letter. *I wrote, and I did a letter.

b. I wrote with a pen. I wrote, and I did it with a pen.

c. I put the book on the table. *I put the book, and this happened on

the table.

d. I wrote the letter on the table. I wrote the letter, and this happened

on the table.

Two typical tests of argumenthood which Hwang mentions in her account are

applied within the FGD valency theory: the enumeration test, i.e., the assump-

tion that adjuncts may be attached to any verb, whereas arguments only to an

enumarable class of verbs, and the iteration test, i.e., the test assuming that one

can use more adjuncts of the same type with a verb, but not more arguments of

the same type (Panevová, 1980).

The FGD criteria for distinguishing actants from free modifications are stated

as follows: free modifications are such modifications that can modify any verb

and, moreover, they can (in principle) modify a particular verb more than once.

Actants, on the other hand, are such modifications that can modify any given

verb only once (except for the case of coordination) and they only modify a more

or less closed class of verbs that can be listed.

The general problem with the above stated definition is that it is formulated

to distinguish the character of a given general label, rather than a particular

lexical modifier of the verb in the given utterance. It basically asks whether a

given label can be attributed to just one, or more than one word modifying a

verb in a sentence and whether a given label can be attached to words modifying

all (or rather majority of) verbs, or a closed set of verbs only. Unfortunately, it

does not help much when we need to judge the character of a particular word

occurrence in a text.

A second problem considering the FGD criteria takes into account the overall

character of the class of expressions labeled with a certain functor. The enu-

meration test is hardly applicable because the individual labeled functor classes
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in FGD are not homogeneous enough, neither semantically, nor with respect to

grammatical behavior. A similar reason rules out also the iteration test. It is

often questionable whether the individual words labeled with the same adjunct

functor in the sentence, are really semantically equal, or whether their status in

the structure is more of a hierarchical, specificational type, or whether they are

in fact semantically different from each other. For illustration, see discussion over

the functor “MEANS” in Chapter 7.1.

A further discussion of specific parameters of the FGD valency theory ap-

proach to actant-free modification distinction can be found in (Przepiórkowski,

2016) and (Panevová, 2016).

For our research, the distinction between actants and free modifications is not

of much importance, since free modifications in the FGD approach can appear

both inside and outside the valency frame and our interest is aimed more at com-

paring the individual frame elements across languages. Also, we are convinced

that obligatory free modifications inside the valency frame are clearly syntacti-

cally and semantically different from the optional “circumstantial” free modifi-

cations not representing participants of the situation. Therefore, we would work

with a different distinction, modifying thus slightly the interpretation of FGD

valency structure. From now on, we will refer to “arguments” and “adjuncts” in

the following way: we will call “arguments” all valency elements belonging inside

the frame (i.e., all actants, both obligatory and optional ones, and obligatory free

modifications) and “adjuncts” all the circumstantial elements not included in the

frame. As a result, we will sometimes refer to several FGD free-modification labels

(such as, e.g., DIR, MANN etc.), as arguments in case they appear obligatorily

in the valency frame.9

Also, in our research, we do not pay systematic attention to the concept of

obligatoriness. Our experience from the annotation practice is more or less the

same as that of Pala and Ševeček (1997, p. 44), who put it in the following words:

“As soon as we try to apply the rules in a systematic classification of a larger

number of verbs, it appears that the effort to distinguish between obligatory and

facultative participants does not lead to sufficiently consistent results. We fre-

quently experienced situations when we tended to judge the same participants

once as obligatory and at a second time as facultative. The fact that such con-

flicts appeared regularly makes us think that the criteria used for distinguishing

obligatoriness/facultativeness of verb arguments are most probably defined too

vaguely and they obviously lack sufficient discriminative strength.”

9 The word “argument” thus becomes synonymous with “valency complementation”.
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2.3.3 FGD VT Challenged in the Crosslinguistic

Research

While FGD originated as a theory built on Czech linguistic data, it soon started

to be used for labeling of multilingual corpora.10 The first attempt of using

FGDVT for capturing relations in English is represented by the parallel Prague

Czech-English Dependency Treebank (PCEDT, see section 3.2). The transfer

of the theory to different language data brings about certain challenges. Since

we deal with the level of deep syntax (including also some degree of semantic

relations), we expect a high level of syntactic parallelism between the languages.

On the other hand, it occasionally happened during the annotations of PCEDT

that formal features of the dependant lead the annotators to question and revise

the intended label. There are especially two inherent features of the theory that

may cause interpretation inconsistencies across languages. First, it is the rather

vague description of actant roles, and second, the “shifting of cognitive roles”

rule.

Though much attention is paid to the criteria for the theoretical distinction

of actant and free modification roles, and for the distinction of obligatory and

optional positions in FGD, surprisingly little is said about the nature of individual

actant roles per se. It is somehow taken for granted that native speaker intuition

in this respect recognizes semantic aspects of the actant roles well. For example,

PDT guidelines define PAT as an “affected object“ in a broad sense and offer an

illustrative (non-exhaustive) list of its possible semantic variations, but only for

PAT in the position of a direct object, leaving out the (for our research) interesting

cases where PAT takes an indirect object after the direct object position in the

valency structure, syntactically realized as a prepositional phrase, like in (5a).

The annotation practice also shows there is a certain degree of uncertainty

about the character of actants with certain semantically close verbs. For example,

two semantically close verbs, “obvinit” (to blame someone of something) and

“obžalovat” (to charge someone with something) are treated differently in the

PDT-Vallex, see (5). These two verbs share three semantic participants: “the

accuser”, “ the accused” and “the crime”. The only semantic difference between

these verbs is the semantic feature of a formality of the accusation in the meaning

of the verb “obžalovat”.

(5) a. SoudceACT obvinil RadkaADDR z vraždyPAT .

10 Currently, the tectogrammatic annotation is not used as a popular dependency annotation

framework, though. In this respect, we experience a rise of the Universal Dependencies

(UD) framework (Nivre et al., 2016) these days. Nevertheless, new extensions of the UD

(“enhanced dependencies”) adopted some important features of the FGD theory.
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The judge blamed Radek of murder.

b. SoudceACT obžaloval RadkaPAT z vraždyCAUS.

The judge charged Radek with murder.

The investigation of a contrastive language material shows that such cases are

frequent and tightly connected to certain semantic classes of the verbs. Moreover,

it appears that native speaker intuition might differ in the contrastive point of

view.

The shifting of cognitive roles rule then binds the labels ACT and PAT to

the first and second syntactic positions, respectively, and deprives these labels

of the semantic content (agentivity or nonagentivity). Typically, if we look for

the differences in argument labeling, we may easily be confused by different la-

beling of (semantically the same) argument due to a different number of valency

positions of the chosen translation counterparts or the different semantic partici-

pants occupying the direct object position (i.e., the second position in the valency

structure) therefore acquiring the same label, as in (6).

(6) a. The seedPAT is fed [ ]ACT to the animalsADDR

b. Samotným semenemMEANS se krmı́ [ ]ACT zv́ı̌rataPAT .

Sometimes, the translation “profiles” original adjunct roles into argument

positions, and vice versa. The different syntactic structuring of the information

brings about some interesting consequences.

These cases lie in the center of our attention. We would like to offer at least

a partial answer to the question, which aspects of the differences in argument

labeling come from the the deep syntactic differences between languages, which

of them arise in the chosen linguistic framework of annotation, and which come

from the mere inability of the annotators to interpret the theoretical rules in a

consistent way.
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Annotation

3.1 CzEngVallex Creation Idea in a Nutshell

The project focusing on the creation and exploration of a bilingual valency lexicon

CzEngVallex was started in the year 2007. The creation of the CzEngVallex was

supported by two grants:

1. 2008-2010 GAUK 19008/2008 (A Multilingual Archive of Verbal Valency

Characteristics), with Jana Šindlerová as the principal investigator;

2. 2013-2015 A comparison of Czech and English verbal valency based on

corpus material (theory and practice) GAČR project GP13-03351P, with

Zdeňka Urešová as the principal investigator.

Within the GAUK project, the basic structure of the lexicon was created

and a pilot part of the lexicon was created via annotation. Within the GAČR

project, the annotation of the whole lexicon was completed and a contrastive

research of verb valencies in translation was started. The contrastive research

of verbs and valencies of the CzEngVallex lexicon continues today in the GAČR

project GA17-07313S, Contextually-based synonymy and valency of verbs in a

bilingual setting.

Within the projects, the responsibilities of individual team members were

spread as follows:

1. Design of the structure of the lexicon, annotation environment and anno-

tation strategies: Jana Šindlerová and Ondřej Bojar

2. Annotation of the lexicon: Jana Šindlerová and Zdeňka Urešová

3. Research in the area of verb frame synonymy and phraseology: Zdeňka

Urešová
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4. Research in the area of valency distinctions between the languages: Jana

Šindlerová

5. Implementation of technologies in the early phases of the project: Josef

Toman and Ondřej Bojar

6. Implementation of technologies in the later phases of the project: Eva

Fuč́ıková

7. Design and implementation of the web browsing tool: Eva Fuč́ıková and

Zdeňka Urešová

8. Research advisors: Markéta Lopatková, Jan Hajič

The CzEngVallex creation idea was based on the assumption that interlingual

synonymy of verbs and frames will reveal best when working with real language

material. Therefore, real data of a bilingual syntactically annotated corpus was

used in the project. The syntactic annotation provided a direct access to the

valencies of the verbs in both languages.

The alignment of frames and valency complementations was carried out semi-

manually using the syntactically analyzed bilingual data and two monolingual

valency lexicons previously linked to the treebank data. At the beginning, the

treebank sentences were processed by an automatic procedure suggesting frame

and argument links for each recognized translation pair of verbs.

The pairs of sentences and the suggested links were then manually checked

and annotated by two annotators, using a specific extension of an annotation

environment. Frame pairs and argument pairs were checked and collected to

a separate file (named “frames-pairs.xml”), which preserves links both to the

syntactic data and the valency lexicons.

Finally, a web browsing tool was developed to enable an easy public access to

the data. The web browsing tool uses all the available links to the data, therefore,

example sentences from the real data and information about the frames are easily

retrievable by the users.

In the following chapters,1 we describe all the components of the process in

greater detail; in 3.2 we introduce the source data, in 3.3, we describe the annota-

tion environment and, specifically, the CzEngVallex extension of the environment,

Chapter 3.4 is dedicated to the the annotation process, Chapter 3.5 comments on

1 The description of the CzEngVallex resource included in the following chapters was pub-

lished in a slightly modified version as a part of the technical report No. TR-2015-58

(Urešová et al., 2015) summarizing the CzEngVallex project as an outcome of the grant

GP13-03351P of the Czech Science Foundation.
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measuring the inter-annotator agreement on the data, in 3.6, we describe briefly

the structure of the output file, and in 3.7, we introduce and describe the web

browsing tool for exploring CzEngVallex.

3.2 CzEngVallex Reference Data

The annotation is grounded on the parallel data of Prague Czech-English

Dependency Treebank (PCEDT) (Hajič et al., 2011).2 PCEDT is a sentence-

parallel treebank based on the sentences of the Wall Street Journal section of the

Penn treebank 3 and their manual translations to Czech. Consequently, in the

following chapters, we refer to the English sentences and nodes as the source and

the Czech sentences and nodes as the target.

PCEDT contains linguistic annotation distributed among three interconnected

syntactic layers:

1. original Penn Treebank phrase-structure trees;

2. analytical layer, including automatic morphological tagging of words, auto-

matic surface syntax dependency parsing of Czech sentences and automatic

transformation of the original phrase-structure annotation of the Penn Tree-

bank into surface dependency (analytical) representations, and

3. tectogrammatical layer, i.e., the layer of deep syntactic relations built by

manual annotation and including the annotation of verb valency relations

provided by links into two valency lexicons, the PDT-VALLEX (for Czech)

and the Engvallex (for English).

PDT-VALLEX (Urešová, 2011b) is a resource developed for aiding valency

annotation in a large-scale syntactically annotated corpus, the Prague Depen-

dency Treebank (PDT).4 It contains information about syntactico-semantic re-

quirements of selected Czech verbs. PDT-VALLEX has been developed in close

connection with the annotation works on PDT. The frames have been created

during the process of syntactic annotation, with great respect to the authen-

tic linguistic material available. This lexicon is publicly available as a part of

the PDT version 2.0 published by the Linguistic Data Consortium.5 or in the

LINDAT CLARIN web repository.6

2 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2004T25
3 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC99T42
4 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pdt/
5 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2006T01
6 https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11858/00-097C-0000-0023-4338-F
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The valency entry in the PDT-VALLEX is headed by a lemma, according

to which the valency frames are grouped together. Each valency frame con-

tains information about the number of valency frame members, their labels, their

(non)obligatoriness and their prototypical surface forms. The lexical realizations

of a particular valency frame are exemplified by Czech sentences, or fragments of

sentences, taken almost exclusively from the PDT corpus (i.e., real occurrences

from Czech newspapers). The valency frame may also include notes helping to

distinguish the meaning of the individual valency frames inside the valency entry.

Typically, synonyms, antonyms and aspectual counterparts serve as notes. For a

detailed information about the structure of the PDT-Vallex entry, see (Urešová,

2011a).

The version of the PDT-Vallex used for the CzEngVallex project contains

11,933 valency frames for 7,121 verbs. The verbs and frames come mostly from

the data appearing in the PDT, version 2.0, and the PCEDT, version 2.0. The

lexicon is being constantly enlarged with new data.

Engvallex (Cinková, 2006) is a lexicon of English verbs, built following the

conventions of the FGD theoretical framework as a supplementary resource to the

annotation of the English part of the PCEDT data. It was created as a (largely

manual) adaptation of an already existing resource of English verb valency char-

acteristics, the PropBank,7 to PDT labeling standards. During the adaptation

process, arguments were re-labeled with corresponding functors, obligatoriness

was marked for each valency slot, and, in case of need, some frames were unified

or split. Links to PropBank frames have been preserved whenever possible. The

Engvallex was used for the valency annotation of the Wall Street Journal part of

the Penn Treebank during its manual annotation on the tectogrammatical layer;

the result is the English side of the Prague Czech-English Dependency Tree-

bank (PCEDT). The adapted frames were adjusted and corrected in the course

of tectogrammatic annotations, so that they matched the needs of the PCEDT

language data.

Engvallex only contains verbs so far. Currently, it contains 7,148 valency

frames for 4,337 verbs. As in the case of PDT-VALLEX, it is being constantly

expanded and refined in the course of further annotations.

3.3 Annotation Environment

The annotation interface has been built as an extension of the TrEd environment

using the Treex platform.

7 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2004T14
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Treex8 (formerly TectoMT) is a development software framework able to

support machine translation tasks based on tectogrammatic linguistic structures.

It provides a unified file format capable of storing tree structures in two languages

in the same file and also tools for automatic processing of the data, including the

alignment of tree structures.

The user interface of TrEd9 has been longly used for the annotation of Prague-

dependency-style treebanks (though it can also be used for annotating constituent

trees). It allows the user to display and annotate sentential tree structures on

multiple linguistic layers with a variety of tags on the basis of Prague Markup

Language (PML) structure (Pajas and Štěpánek, 2005).10 It is also suitable

for displaying multiple tree structures at once, therefore, it is a recommendable

environment for capturing crosslingual relations.

The annotation environment of the CzEngVallex TrEd extension is shown in

Figure 3.1. Within the environment, the pairs of tectogrammatic trees are dis-

played side by side. The annotator may choose to see only the suggested valency-

related links, i.e., links between the annotated verbs and their arguments, or the

complete alignment of all tree nodes. The relevant argument nodes are high-

lighted. The automatically suggested links are displayed as blue dotted arrows

leading from the source node to the target node. Manually adjusted links are

displayed as red dotted arrows. An already collected11 argument alignment is

displayed as full green arrows.

Any changes made by the CzEngVallex annotator in the process of annotation

affect only the CzEngVallex copy of the data. The annotation is designed so as not

to touch the original PCEDT data in any way. In case there is a need to change

the structure or labeling of the original data (e.g., because of a mistake in the

original annotation), the environment allows creating a specific “CzEngVallex”

clone of a node or a label.

In general, the annotation environment offers the following options to the

annotator:

1. link two nodes across the sentences (i.e., add links manually or correct the

automatically suggested links);

2. delete incorrect links;

3. assign different valency frame to the verb node

8 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/treex
9 https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/tools/tred

10 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/jazz/PML/index en.html
11 The word “collect” is used here as a term for the transfer of the frame and argument

alignment from the input data to the output file.
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4. assign different “CzEngVallex functor” to the nodes (the CzEngVallex func-

tor will gain precedence over the PCEDT functor in the process of links

collecting);

5. add new “CzEngVallex nodes” under the annotated verbs (in case of miss-

ing frame nodes or nodes hanging higher or lower in the structure due to

coordination resolution etc.);

6. exclude an irrelevant link from being collected into the frames-pairs.xml

file;

7. collect the slot links (marked with actant of free-modification functors) into

the frames-pairs.xml file;

8. make changes in the already collected frames-pairs.xml entries (add to or

delete links from an entry);

9. delete whole entries from the frames-pairs.xml file;

10. write a note.

Figure 3.1: Annotation environment at work

For each of the above mentioned actions, a simple macro is provided within

the extension. On the other hand, the following options are not allowed, due
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to the general requirement of keeping the annotation consistent and the original

parallel data intact:

1. link a source node to more than one target node;

2. link nodes with no functor assigned;

3. make changes in the structure of the sentence (nodes re-hanging or shifting);

4. collect slot links marked with non-argument and non-adjunct functors (such

as effective root functors, functors for rhematizers and linking adverbials,

modals, adnominals, coordination, etc.).

3.4 Annotation Process

In this chapter, we provide a brief account of the annotation process. The anno-

tation operations are listed in the order of their actual performance within the

annotation process.

For each verb-pair, a separate filelist was generated, containing all treebank

sentences with an instance of a particular verb-pair alignment. Thus, the an-

notator worked with a set of all available sentences for each verb-pair at once.

The overall number of filelists generated and annotated so far in the CzEngVallex

project is 15 931. They cover 92 889 sentences. The largest filelist (the verb “be”

mapped to Czech “být”) contains more than 10 000 sentences, the second largest,

(“say” - “ř́ıci”) 3130 sentences. The average number of sentences per a filelist is

5.83, with median being 1.

The annotator’s task was to go through the set of sentences for each verb-pair,

decide about the alignment, correct the automatically suggested links and collect

the correct alignment into the output frames-pairs file (see Chapter 3.6). The

collect function was executed on the first suitable sentence (sentence including

maximum of overtly realized valency complementations for a pair of verb-frames

and corresponding to the prototypical meaning of the verb frames), the rest

of the sentences were then manually checked against the collected prototypical

alignment. Problems, inconsistencies and potential conflicts were resolved imme-

diately.

3.4.1 Annotation Operations Summarized

When processing a particular sentence-pair for a particular verb-pair, the anno-

tator’s work included two general tasks performed consequently. First, the task

of making necessary adjustments in the alignment representation, and second,
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collecting the desired alignment (which might but did not have to result in the

adjustment of a previously collected alignment). These actions were performed

using a combination of drag-and-drop actions and macros listed in a table in

Appendix B.

Adjusting the Representation

Adjusting the alignment representation in the CzEngVallex copy of the data

included the following possible actions:

1. Coordination/apposition resolution

Coordination and apposition representation in the PCEDT data affects the

position of the valency complementations. An intervening technical node

for coordination of multiple dependants dissolves the direct dependency

relation between a verb and its argument. The annotator resolves coor-

dination and apposition of the given verb by “pulling up” the arguments’

nodes from below coordination and apposition nodes (CONJ or APPS), so

that they end up directly dependent on the verb and are thus ready to be

collected.

2. Adding unexpressed valency nodes according to the appropriate valency

frame for the given verb sense

It is possible to add nodes for arguments from the appropriate valency

frames of the source and target language not contained in the particular

sentence pair yet.

3. Possible removal of the automatic pre-alignment of some nodes

Wrong alignment may be removed from the representation.

4. Possible change in node alignment and zero alignment

Node alignment may be changed using the drag-and-drop function to the

target Czech node. In case there is a need for zero alignment, the alignment

identifier must be deleted from the attribute-value matrix of the source

node.

5. Possible change of functor value of some valency nodes

In case the annotator is convinced there is a mistake in the functor label

of a dependent node, or the functor must be changed due to the fact that

the annotator has previously changed the valency frame of the verb, a new

functor value may be assigned to the particular node. The CzEngVallex
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functor value will gain precedence over the PCEDT original functor value

when being collected.

Collecting the Frames-Pairs

The next set of annotator actions include direct changes of the frames-pairs.xml

output file.

1. Recording the alignment into the frames pairs.xml file

The approved alignment is collected into the frames pairs.xml file. In case

there is a need to change the recorded alignment, the alignment must be

first changed manually, then a new use of the collect function overwrites the

alignment in the file. The re-collecting action is used mainly in case there

are conflicting alignments in the data and the annotator changes his/her

decision about the default alignment.

2. Removal of node alignment from the frame alignment

Removal of a single link form the already collected alignment is also pos-

sible. The corresponding macro toggles the valalign–slot remove attribute

value to 0 or 1 and thus allows deleting the specific alignment from the

frames pairs.xml file when the next collect operation is performed.

3. Removal of the whole frame alignment from the frames pairs.xml file

A wrongly performed collect operation can be redeemed as well. This op-

eration deletes alignment from the frames pairs.xml file for the displayed

frame pair.

Any problems encountered during the annotation process are to be marked

in the “note” attribute of the governing verb, in order to save the information

for further corrections of both lexicon and treebank data. The extension uses the

following subcategories of notes:

1. Frame: There is a mistake in the frame elements labeling in the lexicon, or

the appropriate frame is missing completely, or a wrong frame is assigned.

2. Functor: There is a mistake in the functor assignment in the data.

3. Structure: The tree is ill-construed.

4. Translation: The translation is inappropriate or incorrect.

5. Question: Space for storing theoretical or methodological questions of the

annotators.
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Table 3.1: Inter-annotator agreement

value total counts A total counts B Identical X Y

frames pairs 107 99 86 80,4% 86,9%

functor overall 218 213 209 95,87% 98,12%

ACT 94 94 93 98,9% 98,9%

EFF 8 8 8 100,0% 100,0%

DIFF 11 10 10 90,9% 100,0%

ORIG 13 11 11 84,6% 100%

PAT 90 89 87 96,7% 97,8%

CAUS 1 0 0 0 0

COMPL 0 1 0 0 0

COND 1 0 0 0 0

6. Other: Residual issues.

3.5 Inter-annotator Agreement

The project employed two annotators, both with a strong linguistic background.

In 2013, annotation agreement was measured on a sample of 200 sentences cov-

ering about 100 verb pairs. The inter-annotator agreement was measured for

the annotated frames pairs, as well as for individual functors. The annotator

agreement proved to be satisfactory, as shown in table 3.1. The last two columns

show the agreement measured in percentage. Given two annotators A and B,

X-measure states the ratio of B’s values that matched values annotated by A.

The Y-measure than states the ratio of A’s values that matched values annotated

by B.

3.6 Storing the CzengValLex Data

The CzEngVallex links are collected into a separate output file called frames-

pairs.xml. The structure of the file is a simple XML structure, which for each word

pair lists all the collected frames-pairs, and for each of the collected frames-pairs,

the corresponding pairs of valency slots (identified by functors). Collecting “zero
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alignment”, i.e., alignment from a functor-labeled slot in the source language to

“no slot” in the target language, is available.12

3.7 CzEngVallex Web Browser

The CzEngVallex lexicon is accessible via a web browser interface.13 A screenshot

of the webpage is presented in Appendix A of this thesis. The interface is divided

into two parts. The query area is on the right, while the results of the query

appear on the left. The interface allows searching the lexicon according to various

linguistic criteria. CzEngVallex entries may be searched using the alphabet list

of verbs, or a specific query may be formulated. The query may aim at a specific

Czech or English verb lemma, a specific verb pair (in either direction), (a pair

of) argument functors, or a combination of lemma(s) and functor(s). Also, a

particular argument morphological form realization can be specified to further

limit the search results.

As a result of a query, a list of appropriate verb lemmas pointing to specific

verb pairs in the CzEngVallex lexicon is displayed. The user can display the

desired frame-pair entries in the result area after clicking on the desired verb

lemma. The results are presented in the form of a list of whole frame-pair entries,

including the available complex information from both valency lexicons. Also, the

browser shows all available sentence examples from the annotated treebank data

in the form of text sentences with highlighted and labeled arguments.

12 In order to deal with the reverse situation (alignment from a “no slot” in the source

language to a slot in the target language), a revision of the data with switched source-

target languages is planned.
13 https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/CzEngVallex/
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General Remarks

4.1 Translation as a Matter of Study

Translation is “the transformation of a text originally in one language into an

equivalent text in a different language retaining, as far as possible, the content

of the message and the formal features and functional roles of the original text”

(Bell, 1991, p. xv). Thus, the equivalence of the translated text can be measured

in (at least) three different dimensions, i.e., the semantic dimension, the formal

(grammatical) dimension and the functional dimension.

Baker (1992) argues that differences in the grammatical structure of source

and target languages often result in some change in the information content of the

translated text. The change may take the form of adding or omitting a piece of

information. “In the course of reporting events, every language makes a different

selection from a large set of possible distinctions in terms of notions such as time,

number, gender, shape, visibility, person, proximity, animacy and so on. There

is no uniform or objective way of reporting events in all their detail, exactly as

they happen in the real world; the structure of each language highlights, and to

a large extent preselects, certain areas which are deemed to be fundamental to

the reporting of any experience.” (Baker, 1992, p. 92)

Translation shift based on the syntactic structure of languages, as an im-

portant phenomenon of parallel corpora alignment, has been studied, e.g., in

(Sanguinetti et al., 2013). Munday (1998) underlines “the influence of typical

target-language patterns and of the translator’s specific idiolect in the creation

of the translation shift”.

There is never a single way of translating an utterance, translating always

means finding the most suitable paraphrase among all possible paraphrases of

the utterance. Modern paraphrase algorithms are able to generate thousands,

or even millions of sentential structures for a single meaning (Pang et al., 2003).
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Comparable parallel corpora are often part of the paraphrase experiments. For

example, Callison-Burch (2007) uses comparable parallel corpora as a resource

for paraphrase extraction, stating that translation and paraphrasing are just two

sides of the same coin. This idea has been suggested already by Jakobson (1959)

who speaks about paraphrasing as an “intralingual translation”. The choice of a

particular paraphrase using a particular syntactic structure may then influence

the translated message.

In the following part of the thesis, we provide a corpus-driven analysis of

differences in valency representations of translation equivalents as a matter of

choosing a particular paraphrase. We are especially interested in cases where the

valency non-correspondences suggest a shift in meaning, or a loss of a piece of

information.

4.2 Contrastive Analysis of Parallel Corpora as

a Linguistic Method

Parallel corpora are a powerful instrument both for translation studies and for a

cross-linguistic exploration of linguistic features in texts. Johansson (2007, p. 1)

says that through multilingual corpora, “we can see how languages differ, what

they share and – perhaps eventually – what characterizes language in general.”

The basic definitions and ways of using corpora in translation studies are

given in (Chlumská, 2014). The author claims that parallel corpora are, despite

obvious pitfalls, irreplaceable resource of data for translation studies; they un-

cover real problems that human translators encounter and represent translation

norms throughout the ages. On the other hand, they are not suitable for judg-

ing differences between languages as such, because they include translation shift

influences.

Martinková (2014), then, speaks about the major disadvantages of paral-

lel corpora used as a basis for cross-linguistic analysis, finding that the biggest

problems lie in interpreting the grounds for non-correspondences between source

sentences and their translations.

Parallel corpora, and especially annotated corpora suitable for machine learn-

ing approaches, offer two major advantages:

1. A researcher is provided with a load of instantly accessible, clear, structured,

authentic data.

2. A researcher can make use of quick automatic searches for the desired pat-

terns.
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On the other hand, a researcher must be aware of the pitfalls of parallel

corpora-driven research:

1. Using translation corpora brings about the risk of spoiling the data with

translation effects. Furthermore, using comparable corpora is not quite

advantageous for a research in syntactic phenomena, such as valency. Rep-

resentative translation corpora, as well as comparable corpora usually lack

syntactic annotation, which makes specific syntactic research difficult.

2. Uni-directional parallel corpora give us only a half of the picture. It is bet-

ter to have bi-directional data, though obtaining a balanced bi-directional

corpus is extremely difficult.

3. The reliability of any annotation, either automatic or manual, is always

limited and dependent on many factors – the applied methodologies, used

software, experience and background of the annotators. In the case of

a research in semantics and pragmatics, we often deal with idiosyncratic

interpretations of ambiguous data.

4. Looking for differences between languages puts us at an immediate risk of

“cherry-picking”.

The annotated corpus used in this study is a uni-directional translation cor-

pus. The translations in PCEDT (Hajič et al., 2011) were intentionally driven

as most syntactically and semantically close to the original text. The translation

(target) material thus may either included undesired translation shifts, or, it may

not present the most probable, most accurate or most fluent translation of the

given utterance. Also, the corpus is not representative with respect to text genre.

Nevertheless, we believe that its profound syntactic annotation overrides all the

other disadvantages of the data.

4.3 Hypotheses Revisited

Hypothesis 1 For each pair of Czech-English valency frames there should be

a unique tectogrammatic mapping of arguments. Potential conflicts of alignment

signalize a deficiency in the finegrainedness or depth of syntactic description. We

argue that there should be no conflicts in the data.

Hypothesis 2 There will be a small but significant number of cases where the

number of valency positions under corresponding verbs differs, or a functor value
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in the source language and the corresponding functor value in the target language

do not match.

The argument non-correspondences may have different grounds:

• annotator’s mistake or misunderstanding;

• translation shift;

• different grammatical (morphological and/or syntactical) properties of the

two languages;

• vagueness of the used linguistic theory.

Within the research we are particularly interested in the last two points of the

list because they nicely illustrate the basic questions of a computational linguist:

• Are the inconsistencies and disproportions in the data evidence of an unfit

theory or evidence of natural distinctions between languages?

• To what extent can we capture properties of a language in a theory?

• Is it possible to invent a language universal description system?

In the following chapters, we observe the most important disproportions and

conflicts in the data. We try to unravel their inner causes, categorize them and

describe their behavior and possible treatment within a formal approach.

By disproportions, we refer to two possible kinds of deviations of the default

matching functor alignment (e.g., ACT-ACT) in the data.

First, we address the so-called zero alignment (see Chapter 5), i.e., places

where a valency complementation in one language is not aligned to any other node

in the other language, usually because one of the languages uses a multiple-node

translation equivalent for a single-node expression. As a result, the alignment of

a functor to “no functor” is captured in the CzEngVallex lexicon (e.g, ACT- ---).

Second, we address the so-called functor mismatch (see Chapter 6), i.e., a sit-

uation where two aligned corresponding nodes are assigned different tectogram-

matic labels, functors.

Functor mismatches can in specific cases result in conflicting alignments, these

are dealt with in Chapter 7. By conflicting alignments, we refer to cases where

two possible interpretations of a sentence structure are available, one aligning

matching functors (e.g., ACT-ACT) and one aligning mismatching functors (e.g.,

ACT-MEANS). As a result, the annotator is unable to align the corresponding

nodes in the data because their functors have already been collected in a different

way.
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Zero Alignment

5.1 Catenative Verbs

One of the prominent points of alignment disproportion in the data are sentences

with catenative verbs (Palmer, 2014, p. 172).1 Catenative verbs are usually

defined as those combining with non-finite verbal forms. Between the finite cate-

native verb and the non-finite verb form, there might appear an intervening NP

that is interpreted either as the subject of the dependent verb form, or as the

object of the governing verb form.

In this chapter, we will be concerned with exactly those verbs allowing the

sequence of a finite catenative verb followed by an NP followed by a non-finite

verb. Depending on the character of the catenative verb, there are two types

of constructions involving the above mentioned sequence, differing in syntactic

structuring and interpretation of the NP: the Raising to Object constructions

(7a) (also known as Exceptional Case Marking, ECM constructions), and Object

Control constructions (7b).

(7) a. Tim believescatenative himNP to benon−finite innocent.

b. John persuadedcatenative SusanNP to leavenon−finite.

5.1.1 ECM Constructions, Raising to Object

Most Czech linguistic approaches do not recognize the term Exceptional Case

Marking (ECM) in the sense of “raising to object”, instead they generally ad-

dress similar constructions under the label “accusative with infinitive” (Panevová,

2008). The difference between ECM and control verbs is not being taken into

1 Chapter Zero Alignment partially reproduces findings of (Šindlerová et al., 2015). Parts of

the text of the article which deal with linguistic analysis of the phenomenon were written

by the author of the thesis.
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account in most of Czech grammars. In short, raising and ECM are generally

considered marginal phenomena in Czech and are not being treated conceptu-

ally (Panevová, 1996), except for several attempts to describe agreement issues,

e.g., the morphological behavior of predicative complements described in a phrase

structure grammar formalism (Przepiórkowski and Rosen, 2005).

The reason for this approach to ECM is rooted in the low frequency of ECM

constructions in Czech. Czech sentences corresponding to English sentences with

ECM mostly do not allow catenative constructions. They usually involve a stan-

dard dependent clause with a finite verb, see Fig. 5.1 showing the alignment

of the sentences in (8), or they include a nominalization (9), thus keeping the

structures strictly parallel.

(8) a. TheyACT expect him to cutPAT costs throughout the organization.

b. [Oni]ACT Očekávaj́ı, že sńıž́ıPAT náklady např́ıč celou společnost́ı.

Figure 5.1: Alignment of the ECM construction
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#PersPron
ACT
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PRED
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(9) a. Bramalea said itACT expects to completePAT the issue by the end of

the month .

b. Společnost Bramaela oznámila , že [ona]ACT dokončeńıPAT emise očekává

do konce tohoto měśıce .

The only acknowledged exception in Czech are Verbs of Perception (see, hear),

which usually allow both structural interpretations – with an accusative NP fol-

lowed by a non-finite verb form (10a) , or with a dependent clause (10b). There

is also another possibility involving an accusative NP followed by a dependent

clause (10c).

(10) He saw Peter coming.

a. Viděl
He saw

PetraPAT

Peter
přicházetEFF.
to come.

b. Viděl,
He saw

že
that

Petr
Peter

přicháźıPAT .
is coming.

c. Viděl
He saw

PetraPAT ,
Peter,

jak
how

přicháźıEFF.
is coming.

In this type of accusative-infinitive sequence, the accusative element is in FGD

VT analyzed consistently as the direct object of the matrix verb (PAT) and the

non-finite verb form then as an obligatory predicative complement of the verb

(EFF).

The literature mentions two ways of ECM structural analysis, a flat one, rep-

resenting the NP as dependent on the matrix verb, and a layered one, representing

the intervening NP as the subject of the dependent verb. This mirrors the opin-

ion that verbs allowing ECM usually have three syntactic, but only two semantic

arguments. The positioning of the intervening NP in the tree arises then rather

as a matter of decision between the syntactic and the semantic approach to tree

construction.

The PCEDT alignment of verbs of perception and their arguments for sen-

tences in (11) is shown in Fig. 5.2.

(11) a. IACT have seen [one or two] men diePAT ...

b. Zato jsem [já]ACT viděla [jednoho nebo dva] mužePAT zemř́ıtEFF...

The corresponding arguments “man” – “muž” are interpreted as belonging

to verbs in different levels of the structure. Whereas the English “man” is in-

terpreted as the deep subject and ACT of the dependent non-finite verb “die”,

Czech corresponding word “muž” is interpreted as the object and PAT of the

governing verb “vidět” (to see).
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Figure 5.2: Alignment of the arguments of Perception Verbs in the acc-inf

sequence
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The English part of the PCEDT data was annotated in the layered manner,2

thus, most of the pairs in the treebank appear as strictly parallel. The consistency

of structures is one of the most important advantages of the layered approach;

there is no need of having two distinct valency frames for the two syntactic

constructions of the verb, therefore, the semantic relatedness of the verb forms is

kept. Also, there are other specific constructions supporting the layered analysis

for English, like the there-constructions intervening instead of the NP, see (12).

(12) We expected there to be slow growth.

On the other hand, the Czech part of the PCEDT data uses flat annota-

tion, partly because the catenative construction with raising structure is fairly

uncommon in Czech. The flat structure is easier to interpret, or translate in a

morphologically correct way to the surface realization, but it requires multiple

frames for semantically similar verb forms (e.g., the instances of the verb to see

in (13a) and (13b) are in this approach considered two distinct lexical units).

2 The annotation followed the original phrasal annotation of the data in the Penn Treebank.
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(13) a. He saw the house fall.

b. He saw a house.

The treatment of ECM constructions in English and in Czech is different. It

reflects both the differences internal to the languages and their consequences in

theoretical thinking. Contrary to English, Czech nouns carry strong indicators

of morphology – case, number and gender. The rules for the subject-verb agree-

ment block overt realization of subjects of the infinitives. The accusative ending

naturally leads to the interpretation of the presumed subject of the infinitive as

the object of the matrix verb. The morphosyntactic representation is taken as a

strong argument for using a flat structure in the semantic representation, and a

covert co-referential element for filling the “empty” Actor position of the infini-

tive. In English, in general, there is no such strong indication of morphological

case of the intervening NP, therefore, the layered structure is preferred in the

representation.

5.1.2 Object Control Verbs

Contrary to the ECM constructions, object control verbs constructions (OCV),

involving verbs such as make, cause, or get, are analyzed strictly as double-object

in both languages, i.e., the intervening NP is dependent on the matrix verb (and

licensed by it) and there is usually a co-referential empty element of some kind

in the valency structure of the dependent verb form. OCV constructions are

similarly frequent in Czech and English and their alignment in the PCEDT data

is balanced, see Fig. 5.3 showing the alignment of sentences in (14).

(14) a. [But is he so clever that he has achieved the political equivalent of]

making water run uphill?

b. [Je ale tak chytrý, že by v politice dokázal] přimět vodu téct do kopce?

Interestingly, it is sometimes the case that English control verbs in the tree-

bank are translated with non-control, non-catenative verbs on the Czech side,

and the intervening NP is transformed to a dependent of the lower verb of the

dependent clause (see Fig. 5.4 showing the alignment for sentences in (15)), or

even a more complex nominalization of the dependent structure is used.

(15) a. The fact [that the agency will now be part of a U.K. company, under

British accounting rules,] will also make the profit picture look better.

b. Skutečnost [že agentura nyńı bude část́ı společnosti Spojeného Králov-

stv́ı, pod britskými účetńımi pravidly,] také zp̊usobuje, že ziskový

obraz vypadá lépe.
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Figure 5.3: Alignment of the control verbs’ arguments
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The verb involved in this kind of translation shift may either be a more remote

synonym, or a conversive verb.3

Such a translation shift brings about (at least a slight) semantic shift in

the interpretation, usually in the sense of de-causativisation of the meaning

(prompt→lead to).4 Nevertheless, this type of semantic shift does not prevent

the use of the structure as a sufficiently equivalent expression of the semantic

content. We approach this as an inherent property of (any) language to suppress

certain aspects of meaning without losing the general sense of synonymity.

3 The notion of semantic conversion is further explored in Chapter 5.3.
4 Note that the de-causativisation process is possible without objections whereas the reverse

shift, from non-control verb to a control verb, is rare if it exists at all.
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Figure 5.4: Alignment of an English OCV with a Czech non-OCV construc-

tion
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5.2 Light Verb Constructions

Light verb constructions (LVCs)5 are complex predication constructions consist-

ing of a governing verb with generalized or semantically bleached meaning and a

dependent predicative noun (16), adjective or adverb which carries the semantic

5 In literature, the mentioned constructions obtain various names, like “support verb con-

structions” (SVCs), “analytic predicates”, “Funktionsverbgefüge”, “categorial verbs”, etc.,

we will stick to the international term LVC which has already been introduced to the FGD

theoretical discourse (Kettnerová and Lopatková, 2013).
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predicational content. In FGD VT, a special functor CPHR6 is assigned to the

predicative noun (adjective or adverb).

(16) Společnost požádala soud, aby jej́ımu požadavkuADDR [Cor]ACT

dal přednostCPHR před požadavkem firmy Minpeco.

The company has asked the court to give its claim priority over that of

Minpeco.

LVCs are one of the prominent causes of argument mismatches and dispro-

portions in the parallel treebank. This is predetermined by their transitional

character: they have formal properties of two distinct lexical items, but semantic

properties of a single, though complex, lexical item. We decided to treat LVCs

in the section of zero alignment, nevertheless, in the data, they represent two

separate issues of interest:

a) the non-existence of a syntactic counterpart for the CPHR (predicative non-

verbal) component in one of the languages, resulting in zero alignment, or

b) the existence of a counterpart with a different functor (most often an argument

complementation), resulting in a functor mismatch.

5.2.1 LVCs in Literature

Light verbs as such represent a persistent problem in syntactic and semantic stud-

ies. Though the topic has been inspected from many points of view, the criteria

for deciding whether a particular verbo-nominal predicate construction consti-

tutes a LVC, or which types and groups of verbo-nominal predicate constructions

can be assigned the LVC label, remain vague. It appears that, as it happens with

many linguistic classes and phenomena, the category of verbo-nominal construc-

tions is usually approved as scalar (gradual).

The most comprehensive account for testing LVCs is given in (Langer, 2004).

Here, Langer mentions the linguistic tests available, e.g., restricted pronomi-

nalization, substitution by wh-words, better variability of the NP and better

transformationability (as opposed to idioms), inability to be nominalized (with

exceptions), impossibility to express valencies twice, replacement by the full verb

and possibility of verb omission. Since we are dealing with parallel data, i.e., with

a certain kind of paraphrasing context, the criterion of replacement is of special

importance to us.

6 A functor for the nominal part of multi-word predicates and for the non-verbal part of

quasimodal verbs consisting of the verb být (to be) and a predicative adverb.
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Authors usually divide LVCs into groups according to the character of the

predicative non-verbal complement, which can be a noun, an adjective or an

adverb. In this chapter, we will deal mainly with the V-N instances.

There are few attempts to treat LVCs in Czech. Čermák (1974) sees them as

bordering the area of phraseology and calls them “two-word verbonominal syn-

tagmata”. (Radimský, 2010) builds his theory on the assumption that in Czech,

the LVCs are built around predicative nouns which select appropriate “categorial”

verbs according to their semantic class. As one criterion for distinguishing LVCs,

he uses a “semantic reduction test”, which assumes absolute propositional iden-

tity of the predicative noun with the whole complex predication. This assumption

in our opinion does not hold, since as (Macháčková, 1979) already mentions, light

verbs often insert some semantic features into the predication, especially those

connected to the Aktionsart qualities of the event, which cannot be omitted in

interpretation.

The diploma thesis of Mart́ınek (2008) was primarily concerned with a con-

trastive view on Czech LVCs of the period of humanism, but his claims can be

considered highly interesting and relevant even for the synchronic treatment of

Czech light verbs.

A contrastive focus is presented in (Cinková, 2009). Cinková treats LVCs as

multiword formulaic clusters that undergo the process of lexicalization.

Here we will mostly draw on (Kettnerová and Lopatková, 2013), (Kettnerová

and Lopatková, 2017) and (Kettnerová et al., 2016) who follow up the FGD

annotation scheme in their treatment. They realize that the semantic proper-

ties of the LVC come from the predicative noun, whereas syntactic properties of

the construction are governed by the verb. LVCs are said to be a type of com-

plex predicates where a verb and a predicative noun serve as a single predicate

and semantic features are distributed between the verb and the noun. Valency

properties of light verbs are formally identical to the valency properties of the

respective full verbs, but in the surface structure, only those valency comple-

mentations that can be linked to semantic participants of the predicative noun

are expressed. The valency requirements of the light verb are thus saturated by

nominal semantic complements, we say that the verb and the noun share a va-

lency complementation. Also, a specific grammatical relation of “quasi-control”

is established between the verbal and nominal valency frame. The authors claim

two basic criteria for distinguishing LVCs:

a) the semantic operational criterion, based on the assumption that the pred-

icative nominal complement stands for the entire collocation and shares its

semantic distribution and
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b) the fact that the predicative nominal complement and the light verb usually

share some valency complementation (in FGD terms, they have co-referential

complementations).

Their approach is later revisited in (Kettnerová, 2017) who posits two criteria

for distinguishing LVCs:

a) the co-referential criterion, i.e., the first valency complementation of the pred-

icative noun must be co-referential with one of the complementations from

the (inherited) valency structure of the light verb, and

b) the single-predication criterion, i.e., the light verb and the predicative noun

form a single predication; through this criterion, the LVCs are differentiated

from control verbs.

This approach results in quite a strong decisive theory of LVCs identification

(supported by statistically impressive results considering human annotator agree-

ment), with two weak consequences. First, the range of verbs possibly entering

LVC structures is rather broad, including also semantically quite specific ones

(Kettnerová (2017) suggests, e.g., složit slib or źıskat pokyny), which is in con-

trast to the general assumption that light verbs represent de-semanticized lexical

units. On the contrary, even (Radimský, 2010, p. 15) states that according to

recent studies, in Czech, almost all verbs can be used in the categorial manner,

but the range of predicative names is rather limited. Second, the strenght of

the co-reference criterion leads to the case when two sentences with the same

verbo-nominal combination and only a slight change of context (17) should give

different interpretations of the verb (a categorial and a predicative one), which

might go against human intuition.

(17) a. Vyjádřil před soudem své obavyCPHR.

He expressed his fears in front of the court.

b. Vyjádřil před soudem jej́ı obavyPAT .

He expressed her fears in front of the court.

VALLEX version 3.0 does not include explicit information about light verb

status, a consistent treatment of the category is planned for future version 3.5,

though.

We believe the issue of LVCs is immensely complex and we do not aspire by

any means to give a full account or propose any radical solution for its general

linguistic or computational treatments. Rather, our aim is to identify and de-

scribe what difficulties LVCs represent as such for the data alignment and if there

are simple ways of dealing with them.
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5.2.2 Syntactic Structure of LVCs in the Data

In PDT-style treebanks, LVCs are represented by a combination of two nodes – a

governing verbal node bearing the functor according to the overall function of the

LVC in the text, and a dependent nominal node bearing the CPHR functor. Both

the verb and the noun usually retain their valency potentials. The semantically

empty verb often inherits a syntactic frame from its full variant and the noun

fills the structure with its semantic and syntactic participants. As a result, a

co-referential relation often appears between the syntactic dependent of the noun

and the verb in question.7

LVCs in parallel data often generate zero alignment, basically of two types.

The first type of zero alignment is connected to the fact that a complex predi-

cation in one language can be easily translated with a one-word reference, and

consequently aligned to a one-word predication, in the other language. This is

quite a trivial case. In the data, then, one component of the complex predication

remains unaligned, see Fig. 5.2.2 describing the alignment of sentences in (18).

(18) a. The company had no comment on whether a replacement would be

named.

b. Společnost neupřesnila, zda bude jmenován nástupce.

There are basically two possibilities of capturing the alignment of complex

predication in the annotation: either one can align the light verb with the full

verb in the other language, or one can align the full verb with the dependent

non-verbal CPHR node in the complex predication, based on the similarity of

semantic content. In CzEngVallex, the decision was to align the verbs, probably

reflecting the fact that the verb and the noun phrase form a single unit from the

semantic point of view and the light verb inherits the valency structure, therefore

the alignment of dependent valency complementations is easier.

The second type of zero alignment is connected to the position of the shared

valency complementation within the complex predication structure, see Fig. 5.2.2

capturing the alignment of sentences in (19).

(19) a. Other furriers have also placed more weight on retailing.

b. Ostatńı obchodńıci s kožešinami rovněž kladou větš́ı d̊uraz na malo-

obchodńı prodej.

Complex predicates have been annotated according to quite a complicated set

of rules on the Czech side of the PCEDT data (for details, see (Mikulová et al.,

2006)). Those rules include also the phenomenon of the so-called dual function

7 Unfortunately, the data annotation is not always consistent in this respect.
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Figure 5.5: Zero alignment of an LVC vs. non-LVC structure
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of a valency complementation. In short, there are two possible dependency posi-

tions for the shared valency complementation of the complex predicate: either it

is modeled as dependent on the semantically empty verb, or as dependent on the

nominal component. The decision between the two positions relies on multiple

factors, such as valency structure of the semantically full use of the verb, valency

structure of the noun in other contexts, behavior of synonymous verbs etc. As

the data suggest, the dependency of the shared valency complementation on the

nominal component was strongly preferred on the Czech side. In the above men-

tioned example, the noun “d̊uraz” is a deverbal noun with an inherited valency
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Figure 5.6: Zero alignment of the PAT due to different LVC treatment
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position of a Patient, contrary to its English counterpart “weight”. It will thus

be read as a governor of the PP “na prodej” by a native Czech speaker.

While annotating the English data, the preferred decision was different, most

of the complementations in question were represented as directly dependent on

the light verb (probably due to lower confidence of non-native speaker annotators

in judging verb valency issues).

There is probably no chance of dealing with the dependencies in one of the

two above stated ways only. The class of complex predicates in the data is

wide and heterogeneous with respect to semantic and morphosyntactic qualities.

Nevertheless, the data suggest several points of interesting inconsistencies. For

example, the dependency of the shared valency complementation of the complex

predicate klást d̊uraz, as can be seen in Fig. 5.2.2, is solved as a dependency on the
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nominal component, whereas in the complex predicate klást požadavek, the PDT-

Vallex entry requires direct dependency of the shared valency complementation

on the verb. Keeping in mind that the verb klást - to place has three participants

in its semantically full occurrences in PDT-Vallex (20a), we would expect direct

dependency of the shared complementation on the verb in both cases (20b) and

(20c), i.e., we would expect probably an additional DIR3 complementation in

(20c) (corresponding to the PP “na valence” in the given example).

(20) a. klást3: ACT PAT DIR3

Klade knihu na st̊ul.

b. klást6: ACT CPHR ADDR

Nebude zájemc̊um klást překážky.

c. klást9: ACT CPHR

Kladla d̊uraz na valence.

5.3 Conversive Verbs

A considerable number of unaligned valency complementations in the data is

caused by the translator’s choice of a verb in a conversive relation to the verb

used in the original language.

Semantic conversion, in our understanding, relates different lexical units, or

different meanings of the same lexical unit, which share the same situational con-

tent. The valency frames of conversive verbs can differ in the number and type of

valency complementations, their obligatoriness or morphemic forms. Prototypi-

cally, semantic conversion involves permutation of situational participants.8

For some reason (e.g., frequency of the verbal lexical unit in language, topic-

focus articulation etc.), the translator decides not to use the syntactically most

similar lexical unit, but uses a conversive one, thus causing the arguments to

relocate in the deep syntactic structure, see Fig. 5.7 showing the alignment for

sentences in (21).

(21) a. His election increases Ryder’s board to 14 members.

b. Jeho zvoleńım se počet člen̊u správńı rady společnosti Ryder zvýšil

na 14.

The relocation of participants frequently goes together with backgrounding of

one of the participants, which then either disappears from the translation, or is

transformed into an adjunct, or into a modification embedded even lower in the

8 For a more detailed definition of semantic conversion see also (Kettnerová, 2012).
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5.3 CONVERSIVE VERBS

Figure 5.7: Relocation of participants in the sentence structure due to the

the use of conversive verbs
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structure. In Fig. 5.7, we can observe a massive relocation of participants. The

source EFF is in fact split between the target ACT and PAT, the source ACT

is transformed to a target adjunct MEANS, and the source PAT is embedded

within the target ACT.

The relocation of participants is facilitated by one important feature of the

FGD theory. The first actant in the FGD approach is strongly underspecified.

It is mostly delimited by its position in the tectogrammatical tree. Its prevalent

morphosyntactic realization is nominative case, but certain exceptions are recog-

nized (verbs of feeling etc.). Also, the ACT position (first actant) is subject to

the process called “shifting of cognitive roles” (Panevová, 1974), i.e., other se-

mantic roles can take the nominative case and the corresponding position in the

syntactic structure in case there is no semantic agent in the structure. Thus we
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can get semantically quite different elements (e.g., +anim vs. -anim) in the ACT

position, even with formally identical verb instances, see the Czech examples in

(22).9

(22) a. WertheimerACT se oṕırá o prohlášeńı Keatinga...

Mr. Wertheimer based this on a statement by Mr. Keating...

b. ZprávaACT se oṕırá o telefonický výzkum...

The report was based on a telephone survey.

On the other hand, this formal feature of the FGD valency theory gives rise

to a number of conflicts in the parallel structures considering structures that

undergo semantic deagentivization or (milder) de-concretization of the agent.

Here the question arises, whether such verb instances correspond to different

meanings of the verb (represented by different verb frames), or whether they

correspond to a single meaning (represented by a single valency frame). It is often

the case, that the Czech data tend to overgeneralize the valency frames through

considering the different instances as realizations of a single deep syntactic valency

frame, when there is no other participant intervening in the frame. Therefore,

the Czech data sometimes show substantial conflicts of annotation, as in Fig. 5.8

showing the alignment of sentences in (22a).

As we can see, the valency structure for both instances of base, shown in Figs.

5.8 and 5.3 is identical, only in the first case, the verb is used in active voice,

whereas in the second case, it takes passive morphology. There are three seman-

tic participants in the structure. We will call them the Person (that expresses

an opinion), the Expressed Opinion and the Resource for the opinion. The Per-

son bases the Expressed Opinion on the Resource. With the English verb, the

Expressed Opinion always takes the PAT position and the Resource the ORIG

position in the valency structure. On the other hand, there is a conflict on the

Czech side of the data. In both cases, there are seemingly only two participants.

In the first case, the Expressed Opinion is sort of backgrounded from the semantic

structure. If there were a need of it being expressed overtly, it would probably

appear with locative morphology, as an adjunct of the REG (regard) type (23):

(23) Wertheimer se v tomtoREG oṕırá o prohlášeńı...

9 We are aware of the fact that example (22b) is structurally ambiguous. It can either be

interpreted as an active sentence with a “personified medium” in the position of an Actor,

or as a passive sentence using the reflexive passive verb form. Since the use of personified

medium in the position of an Actor is common in Czech even in the absence of reflexive

verb forms, we decided to agree with the active interpretation chosen by the annotator of

the PCEDT data.
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Figure 5.8: Conflict due to the underspecification of the ACT position
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In the second case, the structure follows the passivized English structure in

backgrounding the Person.10 If there were a need for expressing the Person,

it would probably appear as a specifying dependent node (RSTR) to the ACT

position (24):

(24) JejichRSTR zprávaACT se oṕırá o telefonický výzkum.

The Expressed Opinion then does not take the PAT position, but the ACT

position in the structure, which is the cause of the conflict. We are able to

rephrase the first case in a corresponding manner to show the Expressed Opinion

10 Note that the se morpheme does not indicate passive morphology here.
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Figure 5.9: Original collect for the verbs base and oṕırat se
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participant in the ACT position and the Person backgrounded from the structure,

see (25):

(25) a. WertheimerACT/Person se [ve svém názoru]REG/ExpressedOpinion oṕırá o

prohlášeńıPAT/Resource Keatinga.

Wertheimer in his opinion follows Keating’s statement.

b. Wertheimer̊uvRSTR/Person názorACT/ExpressedOpinion se oṕırá

o prohlášeńıPAT/Resource Keatinga.

Wertheimer’s opinion builds on Keating’s statement.

c. WertheimerACT/Person oṕırá sv̊uj názorPAT/ExpressedOpinion

o prohlášeńıPAT/Resource Keatinga.

Wertheimer bases his opinion on Keating’s statement.
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The problem of the status of a Czech verbal-adjoining se-morpheme is a

complex one and there is no clear scientific consensus in this respect. The se-

morpheme in Czech has a variety of functions, e.g., a passivization morpheme

for the so-called “reflexive passive” form, a “dispositional diathesis” morpheme,

a reflexive morpheme for lexical derivation of impersonal verbal variants, or an

accusative reflexive pronoun.

These variants differ with respect to the way they are reflected in the data

and in the lexicon. Some are treated as individual verb lemmas, some as surface

variants of a common non-reflexive lemma.

The conflicts in the annotation have a substantial reason – the ways in which

English and Czech express backgrounding of the agent are multiple and they

differ across the languages. Czech uses the se-morphemization often, in order

to preserve the topic focus articulation (information) structure, whereas English

does not have such a morpheme to work with, so it often uses simple passivization,

or middle construction.

Moreover, the first valency position in Czech is often overgeneralized, allowing

a multitude of semantically different participants, which is, due to “economy of

description”, sometimes not reflected in the linguistic theory.
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6

Functor Mismatch

6.1 Verbs of Judgment

In this chapter we are interested in a mismatch of two valency frames which are

typical of a semantically well-defined class of verbs, i.e., with Verbs of Judgment

and Communicating Judgment.1

In FrameNet, these two categories are considered separate, for our purposes

it seems convenient to treat them jointly as they appear, e.g., in Levin’s classifi-

cation.

Verbs of Judgment and Verbs of Communicating Judgment are assigned one

of the two valency frames in (26).2

(26) a. ACT ADDR PAT

b. ACT PAT (CAUS)

These frames differ with respect to the treatment of the basic situational

participants of the verb sense. Generally, Verbs of Judgment express three situa-

tional participants, which may be characterized as follows: the Judge, the Judged

Entity and the Fault. These participants are either interpreted as all belonging

into the valency frame of the verb, or the Fault is excluded from the frame and

marked as a facultative free modification.

In our data sample, we have looked at the following verbs: accuse, blame,

charge, chastise, convict, criticize, fault, reprove, sue.

1 This and the following chapter were published together as (Šindlerová et al., 2013). The

linguistic analysis presented here was made by the author of the thesis.
2 The individual arguments may, but need not be marked as optional. This differs with indi-

vidual verbs, therefore, we do not mark potentiality in the general listing of the arguments

here. Complementations considered adjuncts in the theory are marked with parentheses

here.
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Figure 6.1: Correspondences for Verbs of Judgment in PCEDT
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In the PCEDT (and its valency lexicons), the annotation practice for individ-

ual verbs is divided, as shown in Figure 6.1.

We can see that the two valency frames are distributed almost evenly between

the languages. For either of the frames, there are both Czech and English verbs.

Considering translations patterns, the verbs freely align both with verbs of the

same valency frame and with verbs of the other frame variant. This suggests that

the existence of two frames is not language-motivated, neither is it a matter of a

translation shift. Therefore, the reasons for the existence of two different valency

frames must lie somewhere in the valency theory itself.

All the mentioned verbs have an Addressee argument (corresponding the

Judged Entity), though in the other variant of the frame, it is labeled PAT due

to the concept of cognitive roles shifting (see Chapter 2.3). The split of the

annotation is apparently caused by different approaches to the third argument,

i.e., the Fault. Either it is interpreted as an actant, i.e., belonging to the valency

structure, or it is considered a free modification external to the valency structure.

Clearly, the important question is, whether the Fault position is or is not a

part of the valency structure of the verb. The resources for English verbs speak
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6.1 VERBS OF JUDGMENT

straight, all regard this position as a valency argument.3 This question is closely

connected to the question of “what exactly is an argument (theta role, participant

etc.) and how many of them there really are”, which has not been satisfyingly

answered in the literature yet (see the discussion in Chapter 2.3.2).

Looking back to Figure 6.1, we can see there are at least five different English

verbs translated by Czech verb “obvinit/obviňovat”. In case of “accuse” and

“charge”, the Fault participant corresponds to the PAT position, whereas in case

of “blame” and “fault”, it is labeled CAUS, see (27).

(27) a. Industrial companiesACT are accusing financial institutionsADDR

of jeopardizingPAT Japan’s economy.

b. A Campeau shareholderACT charged CampeauADDR with violating se-

curities lawPAT .

c. Many investorsACT blamed program tradingPAT for aggravatingCAUS

market swings.

d. The former New York City mayorACT faults ObamaPAT

for incompetenceCAUS over the Libya consulate attacks.

Since there is no significant difference in the verb semantics, the difference in

the labeling of the arguments may be the result of the influence of morphological

form: The for-phrase (blame, fault) is a typical morphological means for express-

ing cause, whereas the of-phrase (accuse) is one typical way of expressing Patient

(affected object) semantics.

Speaking about the impact of morphosyntactic form, we must point out an-

other fact. Whereas the direct object form of the Fault builds almost immediately

actant interpretation, prepositional phrases are ambiguous with respect to pos-

sible interpretations. According to the Prague annotation style, it appears that

only primary prepositions are allowed with actants, whereas phrases with sec-

ondary prepositions are generally regarded as free modifications. For each actant

and free modification label, the guidelines offer a list of typical prepositional

phrases used with it. The Fault can be, with some, but apparently not all the

verbs, expressed in a typically free modification morphosyntactic form, e.g., with

a subordinate adjunct clause or a secondary preposition phrase (28).

(28) Vyšetřovatel obvinil kv̊uli incidentuCAUS u mosteckého klubu Neprakta tři

muže.

The investigating officer charged three men because of the incident in the

Neprakta club in Most.

3 For example in the FrameNet, Reason is always part of the core frame elements of the

Judgment frames, PropBank also includes it in the list of frame elements of Judgment

Verbs.
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Nevertheless, it seems to us that such utterances semantically mix the in-

tended “objective reason for judgment” interpretation with the typical form of

expressing a “circumstantial motivation for judgment” (like in case of (29)).

(29) Obvinila ho, protože zrovna neměla dobrou náladu.

She blamed him because she wasn’t in a good temper at the time.

In such case, the interpretation must be the circumstantial one, and the Fault

is not overtly present in the sentence structure.

Thus, we may end up with two different CAUS positions in the sentence, one

of them being clearly more “internal” to the situation, the other one being more

circumstantial (30). This is perfectly in compliance with the FGD VT theory,

nevertheless, it raises doubts about the level of semantic homogeneity of the

CAUS category as such.

(30) a. She blamed him for her failureCAUS because she wasn’tCAUS in a good

temper at the time.

The Fault argument itself is often expressed (in alternations of the verbs in

question) in a direct object position, which is typical for Patient and atypical for

Cause, see the alternations for the verb “to blame” in (31).

(31) a. NobodyACT would blame the global warmingPAT on a few hundred

thousand hunter-gatherersADDR hunting mammoths and scratching

around in caves.

b. NobodyACT would blame the hunter-gatherersPAT for the global warm-

ingCAUS.

Further, a specific problem in the data arises with Verbs of Communicating

Judgment. These verbs usually open three positions, the Critic, the Criticized

Entity and the Fault. In both PropBank and FrameNet, the Criticized Entity and

the Fault with Verbs of Communicating Judgment are distinguished and treated

separately, so that cases like (32a) and (32b) get two different frames, thus saving

the syntactic and semantic difference.

(32) a. He criticized himPAT for coming lateCAUS.

b. He criticized his coming latePAT .

On the other hand, in the PDT-Vallex, these frames are often unified into

a single one with an optional Cause argument, disregarding the fact that in

the second case, it is hardly imaginable that another Cause argument, with the

meaning of an objective motivation for critique should overtly appear. This may

then result in alignment conflicts in the data. For a brief discussion on the

problem, see also Chapter 7.2.
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6.1.1 Summary

We may conclude that the distinction between the two variants of valency frame

for Verbs of Judgment is driven by the morphosyntactic form of the argument

corresponding to the Fault. For English, the ACT ADDR PAT variant is chosen

with verbs realizing the Fault as prepositional phrases using prepositions “on” or

“of”. ACT PAT CAUS variant is chosen for verbs usually realizing the Fault with

preposition “for”. For Czech, the PAT labeling is available for direct objects or

preposition “z”, whereas CAUS is mostly chosen with prepositions “za” or “pro”.

This is a consequence of using a particular descriptive theory considering certain

forms prototypical for certain syntactic relations.

While there is no significant difference in the semantic interpretation of the

participants of the situation, it is possible to consider alternative, uniform way

of argument labeling leading to a consistent frame assignment across the whole

verb class.4

In the case of Judgment Verbs, we find two possible variants of labeling for

the unification of the annotation practice.

The all-actant variant consists of ACT (the Judge), ADDR (the Judged En-

tity), PAT (the Reason for Judgment), and eventually EFF (the Sentence). The

advantages of the labeling are as follows:

• In the available resources for valency characteristics of the English verbs,

the fault is considered a part of the inner argument structure of a judgment

verb, disregarding its actual morphosyntactic form. The all-actant solution

keeps it a part of the frame even if it is not obligatory. Since there may

be different intuitions considering obligatoriness across languages, this is

an advantage with respect to the task of collecting argument alignment

between languages.

• Our proposal enables us to treat uniformly all Judgment Verbs having both

the Judged Entity and the Fault in their argument structure. As a result, the

tectogrammatical structures of parallel trees of different languages would

appear more similar.

• Such labeling enables us to treat alternations uniformly .

• It also enables us to distinguish between the Fault (PAT), which according

to our opinion belongs into the valency frame of the Judgment Verbs, and

4 We are aware of the fact that there are certain frame alternations that could not be unified

with respect to argument labeling in the current framework, still we see a relatively large

number of inconsistencies that can be repaired by clarifying the vague points in the theory.
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the Circumstantial Cause (CAUS) which is an adjunct describing some less

relevant circumstances of the situation.

Nevertheless, there are few disadvantages of the decision:

• Since PAT is a semantically underspecified label, the semantics of Fault is

lost in the description.

• Marginally, a non-standard morphosyntactic form (secondary preposition

phrase) may occupy the PAT position.

The other variant, including ACT (the Judge), PAT (the Judged Entity),

CAUS (the Fault), and eventually EFF (the Sentence), on the other hand, has

one major advantage:

• The semantics of the Fault stays explicit in the annotation.

On the other hand, the list of disadvantages is broader:

• The Fault will often be left out of the frame, or the theory must be revised in

order to allow obligatory (and maybe even optional) adjuncts of the CAUS

type into the frame.

• It will not be possible to maintain uniform approach to verbs of the same

verb class, since the Fault gets into the position of a direct object with some

of the verbs. In a cross-linguistic comparison, this will result in mismatches

and unnecessary confusion.

• It will not be possible to distinguish clearly between objective and circum-

stantial cause of judgment.

It seems that the all-actant variant is in many respects more advantageous

than the adjunct variant. Still, to make an ultimate decision, it would be nec-

essary to make the definition of argumenthood, and maybe even obligatoriness,

more clear and deciding.

6.2 Verbs of Teaching

A similar, but less complicated situation can be observed in the class of Verbs of

Teaching. They usually have three situational participants: a Teacher, a Student

and the Subject/Skill Here we deal with the functor label non-correspondence at

the position of the argument describing the Subject/Skill.
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The consulted resources of valency characteristics for English differ in the

number of acknowledged valency complemetations. Whereas PropBank and Verb-

Net5 distinguish in accordance with the PDT-Vallex and EngVallex three argu-

ments, FrameNet splits the Subject/Skill argument into more semantic labels

(Subject, Skill, Precept, Fact), disregarding the fact that normally they occupy

a single syntactic position and therefore are in a complementary distribution.

With Verbs of Teaching, the two possible variants of complementations label-

ing are those in (33):6

(33) a. ACT ADDR PAT

b. ACT PAT (REG)

Note that REG is considered a free modification. It is never considered oblig-

atory, therefore, it never appears in the valency frames of PDT-Vallex. On

the other hand, REG appears sometimes as a typical complementation in the

VALLEX 3.0 lexicon.

From Fig. 6.2, we can see that the verbs in question behave rather homo-

geneously throughout the languages. Most Czech verbs share the valency frame

ACT PAT REG, probably reflecting the fact that the Subject/Skill argument is

restricted as for the morphosyntactic form – in the majority of cases the form

of prepositional phrase v+loc (in+loc) is the only available, it is not imposed

syntactically by the verb and it is a typical form expressing the regard semantics.

There are two exceptions. First, the verb “učit” (teach) expresses both the

ADDR and the PAT argument with accusative or infinitive – forms typical of

actants and forms always imposed syntactically by the governing verb. And

second, the verb “školit”, which has two entries in PDT-Vallex: one corresponding

to the meaning “instruovat, poučovat” and having ACT ADDR PAT valency

frame, the other in the sense “učit, vzdělávat” with ACT PAT frame, enabling

a REG modification. The derived form “vyškolit” is annotated in the second

manner only in PDT-Vallex, though.

The fact that English verbs share (with the exception of “coach”) the ACT

ADDR PAT frame can be attributed to the fact that Engvallex has been gener-

ated from PropBank lexicon, therefore the annotators were likely to assign actant

labels to PropBank roles if possible (in order to keep as many roles in the frame

5 We are aware of the fact that VerbNet even does not count verbs “teach, coach, train,

educate etc.” in the same class. According to VerbNet, each of the verbs in question

belongs to a different class.
6 The individual frame members may, but need not be marked as optional. This differs with

individual verbs, therefore, we do not mark potentiality in the general listing of the frame

members here.
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Figure 6.2: Correspondences for Verbs of Teaching in PCEDT
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as possible). On the other hand the fact that Czech verbs of Teaching have been

assigned ACT PAT REG frame is probably connected to two facts: the most fre-

quent morphosyntactic form with which the Subject/Skill argument is expressed

is a typical regard form, and there is a theoretical possibility of expressing the

Subject/Skill argument with other morphosyntactic forms typical of free modi-

fications and at the same time highly non-typical of any actant role (secondary

prepositions “co do”, “ohledně” etc). Such sentences would not be ungrammati-

cal and would be easily understandable to a native speaker. Nevertheless, if we

look up the verbs in question in the Czech National Corpus, section SYN2010

(Křen, 2009), we can see, that there is no occurrence of the secondary preposition

phrase realizations of the argument, which makes the point rather hypothetical.

Therefore, we may consider annotation of Verbs of Teaching also in a unified

manner, with the ACT ADDR PAT frame only.
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6.3 Effect (EFF) versus Predicative

Complement (COMPL)

In this chapter, we are concerned with a mismatch of the EFF (Effect) and

COMPL (predicative complement) functor labels. The interesting thing consid-

ering these two labels is the fact that they are both assigned to syntactic elements

known as “predicative complement” in the Czech linguistic tradition (Kettnerová

et al., 2015).7 The theory-based difference between these two labels is tightly con-

nected to the issue of valency. EFF is assigned to predicative complements which

belong to the valency structure of the verb, COMPL to all the other predicative

complements. This would suggest that if there is a mismatch in these categories

between the languages, something caused the loss of valency in the translation.

6.3.1 EFF and COMPL as Tectogrammatic Labels

The character of the EFF label is quite broad. Panevová et al. (2014, p. 18) even

say that the decision for the use of the label is based on “elimination”, i.e., if the

verb has three actants and the third actant is semantically neither ADDR, nor

ORIG, it should be labeled EFF.

EFF in the cases of an “obligatory predicative complement” is said to refer

to “the quality/property or state the Patient has in the course of the event”

(Mikulová et al., 2007, p. 471). Nevertheless, such a definition very well corre-

sponds also to the notion of a facultative predicative complement. The distinction

between EFF and COMPL in FGD VT is thus led strictly following Šmilauer’s

distinction of “doplněk doplňuj́ıćı (obligatory) and “doplněk určuj́ıćı” (faculta-

tive).

Obviously, the EFF label must be used in cases where the participant is

obligatory, there is the relation of rection between the verb and the dependant,

revealed by the morphological form of the word in question, i.e., the word is in a

direct morphological case or it is a PP with a primary preposition usually used

to express rection, like in (34).

(34) a. Považovali jsme problém za vyřešený.

We considered the problem solved.

b. Jmenovali ho profesorem.

They appointed him a professor.

7 Nevertheless, the Czech linguistic tradition takes different views on the category of pred-

icative complement. For example, Daneš et al. (1987) explicitly disregard the category as a

whole and think of the individual cases as belonging to other syntactic categories instead.

Uličný (1971) gives basic account of the history of the category and its understanding.
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On the other hand, most examples in the data that show the alignment of

EFF and COMPL are cases where the predicative complement, either obligatory

or facultative, is adjoined to the sentence via a conjunction “jako” in Czech, and

“as” in English, see Fig. 6.3 showing the alignment of sentences in (35).

(35) a. And construction also was described as slowEFF in most areas.

b. I stavitelstv́ı bylo také ve většině region̊u popsáno jako pomaléCOMPL.

Figure 6.3: Alignment of EFF and COMPL
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The conjunction “jako” is a multifunctional means. Except for the fact that

it can adjoin both obligatory (EFF) and facultative (COMPL) predicative com-

plement, it is also used as a prototypical means of expressing comparison (CPR),

analyzed as an extended manner-type construction (36).

(36) a. Tvář́ı se jako neviňátko.

b. Tvář́ı se [stejně]MANN jako [se tvář́ı]CPR neviňátko.

He has an innocent face.
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This applies also to the English conjunction “as”. As a result, we deal with

three possible interpretations of the “jako” morphological form in the data. The

bordering character of the three functors leads to difficulties with interpretation.

Since “jako” is a conjunction, we cannot decide on the obligatoriness simply based

on its morphological status.

6.3.2 Typical Verb Classes

A look into the data reveals that the EFF-COMPL alignment is a matter of a few

nicely delimited verb classes. First, it is the class of Categorization verbs,8 i.e.,

verbs presenting an Item (PAT) as belonging to a certain Category, e.g., “clas-

sify”, “consider”, “interpret”, “identify”, “perceive”, etc. Second, it is a related

class of Communicate Categorization Verbs, i.e., verbs that state the category

of the item in a concrete message, such as “depict”, “describe”, “portray” or

“represent”. It is important to say that FrameNet considers both the Item and

the Category core elements of the frame, i.e., semantically obligatory elements.

The distribution of some verbs from the Categorization verb class between the

two possibilities of expressing a predicative complement is shown in Fig. 6.3.2.9

There are only two verbs with a clear morphological clue of obligatoriness of

the predicative complement (direct case or primary PP), “považovat” for Czech

and “consider” for English. The rest of the verbs occurred with the “jako/as”

conjunction mostly.

With verbs of Communicating Categorization, we obtain a rather different

picture. Whereas Czech verbs (“popsat”, “definovat”, “charakterizovat”, “zo-

brazit” and “ĺıčit”) are consistently annotated in the COMPL manner, their

English counterparts (“describe”, “define”, “portray” and “characterize”) are

represented with EFF in the valency frame.

To compare the CzEngVallex data with a similar resource, we decided to check

all verbs from PDT-Vallex which included a PAT argument and an EFF argument

expressed with the conjunction “jako” against VALLEX 3.0. Not surprisingly,

we found differences. For example, VALLEX 3.0 includes EFF argument in the

valency frames of the verbs “interpretovat” and “vykládat”. On the other hand,

the verb “kvalifikovat” is annotated with COMPL there. That means, that the

intuition of the human linguist annotators building VALLEX differed from the

intuition of linguists compiling PDT-Vallex. The fact that the VALLEX data look

more consistent in the treatment of the EFF/COMPL problem suggests that the

8 In the FrameNet terminology.
9 The figure shows selected verbs on the basis of their mutual relation as translation equiv-

alents.
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Figure 6.4: EFF and COMPL distribution in Categorization verb class

ACT PAT EFF ACT PAT COMPL

chápat

mínit

považovat

vnímat

interpret

consider

recognize understand

think of

vykládat

uvažovat

vysvětlovat

interpretovat

Table 6.1: Different frames in PDT-Vallex and VALLEX 3.0

PDT-Vallex VALLEX 3.0

pohĺıžet ACT PAT EFF ACT PAT MANN/(CPR)

nahĺıžet ACT PAT MANN/(CPR) ACT PAT EFF

general approach to building the lexicon played a role in this respect. While

PDT-Vallex was annotated on the corpus data, and thus worked with more or

less isolated verb occurrences, VALLEX paid attention to verb classes similarities

and consistency from the very beginning. Nevertheless, even VALLEX includes

some clues suggesting that the problem is difficult to overcome. Table 6.1 shows

an interestingly different treatment of the verbs “pohĺıžet” (look at, abstract

meaning) and “nahĺıžet” (take a stance towards something) in the two valency

lexicons. Such inconsistencies do not stem from any real difference in the valency

structures, rather they mark weak points of the theory.
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6.3.3 Discussion

In the beginning of this chapter, we suggested that the alignment of an obligatory

and a facultative predicative complement in the data might evidence a loss of va-

lency in the process of translation. Nevertheless, the data do not really support

this claim. The translation equivalents usually come from the same verb class,

their meaning is similar, the dependant expressing the Category usually has the

same morphological form in both languages. Moreover, it appears that different

linguists have different judgment of the valency status of the EFF/COMPL par-

ticipant. This means that the reasons for different judgment may lie in the lack

of distinctiveness of the given criteria for argumenthood.

We have already argued in Chapter 2.3.2 that the enumeration and itera-

tion argumenthood tests usually used in FGD to distinguish actants from free

modifiers are designed as judging the whole functor class labels, not particular

occurrences in a text. Judging semantic obligatoriness is difficult even for na-

tive speakers (as shown, e.g., in the different judgment of the verb “vykládat”

in PDT-Vallex and VALLEX 3.0). It requires a good language intuition, there-

fore, with a foreign language, reliable obligatoriness judgment becomes almost

impossible. Morphological form that works as a support criterion for judging ar-

gumenthood does not help with most verbs of the discussed classes; conjunctions

are highly non-prototypical means for expressing valency relations. Many of the

verbs annotated with the ACT PAT EFF exist also in a different meaning with

ACT PAT frame only, see (37).

(37) a. [ ]ACT Vńımal mé rozrušeńıPAT jako nepřátelskou reakciEFF.

He perceived my anxiety as a hostile reaction.

b. [ ]ACT Vńımal mé rozrušeńıPAT .

He perceived my anxiety.

The decision whether the third participant is a core element of the frame, and

therefore creates a new, specialized verb sense is thus non-trivial and appears not

to be supported sufficiently by the available criteria of the valency theory.10

10 But, as we said before, the argumenthood judgment is a general problem of all valency

theories available so far; all the valency theories are based on language intuition to an

extent.
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6.4 Mismatch of an Addressee (ADDR) and a

Beneficiary (BEN)

A similar issue arises with the case of the alignment of an Addressee and Bene-

ficiary (38).

(38) a. New guarantees do not raise the deficit , even though theyACT create

future liabilitiesPAT for the governmentBEN.

b. Nové zárukyACT deficit nezvyšuj́ı, i když pro vláduADDR vytvářej́ı bu-

doućı finančńı závazkyPAT .

6.4.1 The Functor Status of ADDR and BEN

ADDR and BEN also belong to the acknowledged “borderline” functors in the

FGD valency theory, i.e., functors competing for the same syntactic position,

cf. (Urešová, 2006). In Czech, they both can be morphologically expressed with

dative case or the PP “pro+acc”. While dative case is said to be the prototyp-

ical form of ADDR, pro+acc is a prototypical form of BEN. To an extent, the

two functors share semantic characteristics; the beneficiary feature is inherently

present also in the ADDR semantics.

Mikulová et al. (2007, p. 123) say that “when determining what the right

valency frame for a verb potentially taking a dative object is, both the seman-

tics of the modification and its valency status are decisive.” Since, as we have

mentioned above, judging the semantics and the valency status is a non-trivial

task, the guidelines offer a series of formal criteria for Czech annotation, based on

transformation or paraphrasing of the structure, for distinguishing ADDR and

BEN, such as the following:

• the dative modifications that may be replaced by a possessive pronoun or

adjective (modifying the accusative object) without a change of meaning in

every context are BEN;11

• if the dative and PP variant are freely interchangeable within the sentence,

the participant is taken to be ADDR.

Nevertheless, such criteria are invented to suit the needs of this particular

mismatch of participants. In other cases, replacement by a possessive adjective

pronoun is not perceived as a reason for excluding a participant from the frame

and a choice of the for+acc PP can be perceived as a reason for choosing a

11 This rule is based on the findings of Raźımová (2004).
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non-argument functor, see example (39) discussed as (32a and 32a) in Chapter

6.1.

(39) a. He criticized himPAT for coming lateCAUS.

b. He criticized his coming latePAT .

In other words, the theoretical framework itself declares the competition be-

tween ADDR and BEN functors a highly problematic issue that has not been

satisfyingly resolved yet. Consequently, the data are predestined to reflect the

situation with inconsistencies and mismatches.

6.4.2 Data and Discussion

Considering the competition of ADDR and BEN in the frame, we can find dif-

ferent solutions for the same verb sense between PDT-Vallex and VALLEX 3.0.

Whereas PDT-Vallex annotates “koupit” (to buy) with an obligatory ADDR in

the frame (probably following the rule of interchangeability of forms), VALLEX

3.0 presents the dative position as a BENtyp.12

Comparing the valency annotation of the English verb “to buy” in other

resources, we can see that FrameNet, e.g., does not include the Recipient role in

the core elements of the frame. It is actually questionable whether the recipient

participant would pass the dialogue test for distinguishing semantically obligatory

arguments in every situational context (40).

(40) Koupila jsem na bleš́ım trhu zrcadlo.

Komu?

Nev́ım. Jen tak.

I’ve bought a mirror at a flea market.

For whom?

I don’t know. Just bought it.

The fact that someone will use the bought goods and profit from them may

be implicit in the same way as it is implicit that a sewn piece of clothing will be

worn by someone (41).

(41) Ušila jsem dětemBEN kalhoty.

I have sewn pants for the children.

12 A typical free modification commonly appearing in the context of the given verb.
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Looking at the places of mismatch in the treebank data, we can see that

the situation is somewhat different from the EFF/COMPL problem described in

the previous chapter. There are no clear semantic verb classes that would share

common grounds for the mismatch. Rather, it is a mixture of varied examples

with quite different grounds for the mismatch. Here, we would like to discuss a

few interesting examples.

The first example illustrates the case of a wrong annotation of the original

EngVallex frame, probably due to a lack of data and lack of language intuition

of the annotator.

(42) a. The First Amendment does not prescribe a duty upon the govern-

mentACT to assure easy accessPAT to information for membersBEN of

the press.

b. Prvńı dodatek neukládá vláděACT povinnost zajistit snadný př́ıstupPAT

k informaćım pro lidiADDR od tisku.

The Czech verb “zajistit” is annotated with three valency positions. The

for+acc PP is assigned ADDR functor following the rule of interchangeability of

forms (43).

(43) a. Zajistili př́ıstupPAT k informaćım pro lidiADDR od tisku.

b. Zajistili lidemADDR od tisku př́ıstupPAT k informaćım.

The PropBank lexicon, the data of which were used to create the EngVallex

lexicon, includes only the “communication” sense of the verb “assure”. The anno-

tators had to add a new sense (“guarantee”) and decide its valency frame without

PropBank support. FrameNet does not include “assure” in the sense of “guar-

antee” either, but it can be found in WordNet and VerbNet. Whereas WordNet

(as a resource not intended primarily for capturing deep syntactic valency) of-

fers a sentence frame with two complementations: “Something ----s something”,

VerbNet claims three participants in the semantic structure: Cause, Theme and

Beneficiary. According to the VerbNet entry, the Beneficiary can be expressed

both with dative case and with the for+acc PP. This leads us to the claim that

the former EngVallex entry used in the annotations lacks a participant and should

be rather presented in the same manner as its Czech counterpart.

The second example illustrates inconsistencies found in the PDT-Vallex (44).

(44) a. Critics have complained that the lawACT unfairly strips defendantsADDR

of assetsPAT before a jury determines they have committed a crime.

b. Kritici si stěžuj́ı, že zákonACT nespravedlivě zabavuje obžalovanýmBEN

majetekPAT ještě předt́ım, než porota stanov́ı, zda se dopustili trestného

činu.
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Here the problem is connected to the annotation of the verb “zabavovat”

(confiscate) in PDT-Vallex. Its valency frame includes two arguments, ACT (for

the person who confiscates) and PAT (for the confiscated thing). A possible

dative complementation is described as BEN in the example sentence fragment

“zabavoval jimBEN zbož́ı”. Nevertheless, if we try to apply the dialogue test,

we can see that the dative complementation is in fact semantically obligatory.13

Therefore, it cannot bear the BEN functor, rather, it shoud be considered ADDR

and be included in the valency frame (45).

(45) Dnes ráno jsem zabavoval telefony.

Komu?

*Nev́ım.

I’ve been confiscating cell phones this morning.

Whom?

*I don’t know.

Moreover, the aspectual counterpart “zabavit” has a dative ADDR as an inte-

gral part of the frame in the PDT-Vallex, even though the examples confusingly

state dative BEN as well, see Fig. 6.5.

Figure 6.5: A confusing frame for the verb “zabavit”

Therefore, we consider the inconsistent treatment of the frames in PDT-Vallex

a simple annotator mistake and we suggest correction, so that both the verbs

“zabavit” and “zabavovat” include dative ADDR in their frames.

The third example to be mentioned illustrates the difficulties with derived

verb senses (46).

(46) a. Palm-tree rustlingACT is sprouting up all over Southern California,

bringing big bucksPAT to crooksADDR who know their botany.

b. KrádežeACT palmových stromů se množ́ı v celé jižńı Kalifornii a přináš́ı

velké peńızePAT darebák̊umBEN, kteř́ı se vyznaj́ı v botanice.

13 VALLEX 3.0 also states obligatory dative ADDR for this verb.
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While the basic lexical meaning of the verb “přinášet” in PDT-Vallex includes

an ADDR in its valency frame, expressed by dative or the for-PP, in the derived

meaning (“cause”, “produce”), the semantics of the dative complementation is

believed to be weakened to a non-obligatory BEN. This judgment is not uni-

versally accepted, though. VALLEX 3.0 represents dative complementation as

ADDR even in the derived “cause/produce” verb sense.

The judgment of the English verb may have been driven by the morphological

form of the position; to-PP is a prototypical means for expressing ADDR relation.

Also, a lack of native speaker intuition may have played a role. The annotators

of the EngVallex were more likely to stick to the roles expressed in the primary

verb sense even with the derived senses.

6.5 Dynamic (DIR3) versus Static (LOC)

Expression of Location

In this chapter we will be dealing with labeling mismatch contrasting directional

vs. locative interpretation of a valency complementation, see, e.g., (47). It must

be noted that neither DIR3, nor LOC belong to actants in the FGD approach,

therefore, their being part of a valency frame depends on their semantic obliga-

toriness with the verbs in question.

(47) a. Ministerský předseda nař́ıdil státńım úřad̊um uložit asi 57 milion̊u

dolar̊u do bankyDIR3 pana Koskotase.

b. The prime minister ordered state agencies to deposit some $57 million

in Mr. Koskotas’s bankLOC.

The most prominent causes of the DIR3/LOC mismatch in the data alignment

are the following:

1. translation shift in the verb semantics (conversive or paraphrasing verbs)

(48);

2. resultative semantics of the verbs in question;

3. diathesis change.

(48) a. ...the chilling message the Bork hearings sent into the judicial cul-

tureDIR3...

b. ...mrazivé poselstv́ı, které slyšeńı ohledně Borka zanechaly v soudńım

prostřed́ıLOC...
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Here, we will focus on the resultative semantics and the impact of diathesis

on the interpretation.

By resultative semantics we mean the fact that most verbs showing the

DIR/LOC mismatch in the data share the following situational content: An agent

transfers a thing (either physical or abstract) to a goal place, in consequence, the

thing is located in the place. The amalgamation of dynamic (transfer) and static

(being located in the goal place) semantic features in the verb semantics then

leads to the fact that the participant with the semantics of a goal place may be

morphosyntactically expressed either as the goal of the transfer (DIR3), or the

location of the placed thing (LOC), see various examples in (49).14

(49) a. Nainstaloval senzor do potrub́ıDIR3.

He installed the sensor into the pipeline.

b. Nainstaloval senzor v potrub́ıLOC.

He installed the sensor in the pipeline.

c. Soustředil zdroje do projektuDIR3.

He concentrated resources into the project.

d. Soustředil zdroje v projektuLOC.

He concentrated resources in the project.

e. Vyjádřil názor do médíıDIR3.

He expressed his opinion in media.

f. Vyjádřil názor v médíıchLOC.

He expressed his opinion in media.

As a consequence, a valency lexicon must deal with this dual possibility con-

sidering verbs which include DIR3 or LOC in their valency structure. Both

PDT-Vallex and VALLEX 3.0 lexicons offer in such cases two different frames

(50):

(50) a. ACT PAT DIR3

b. ACT PAT LOC

The so-called dynamic/static location alternation in Czech has been closely

inspected by Giger (2003) and later, in smaller extent, by Podobová (2013) (based

on a small corpus-and-questionnaire study).

14 The resultative semantics of the verb can appear also with verbs which do not include the

DIR3/LOC participant obligatorily in their valency frame, but rather express it as a free

modification. In examples listed in (49), only the verb “soustředit” includes DIR3 or LOC

in its valency frame.
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Giger inspects the resultative diathesis and shows the preferences of Czech

native speakers to use locative with resultative construction (51).

(51) Mám
I-have

ten
the

obrázek
picture

pověšený
hung

na
on

stěněLOC.
the-wall.

The picture is hung on the wall (in my place).

He elaborates on the concept by dividing verbs into groups according to their

(in-)ability to express direction or location in agentive and resultative construc-

tions. He also distinguishes the individual use of participial constructions into

resultative, quasi-resultative and stative constructions.15 Giger also warns that

the acceptability of certain resultative constructions with adverbials of place of

the direction or location kind is dependent on the context: the more specific and

elaborate the concept, the more apt the readers are to accept the unpreferred

variant.

Giger’s findings suggest that whereas the resultative semantics of the verbs

generally allows two interpretations and/or two morphosyntactic realizations of

a valency complementation, the probability of either interpretation (and mor-

phosyntactic realization) differs depending on the surface syntactic construction,

i.e., the diathesis of the utterance.

But, if the morphosyntactic realization of the valency complementation, and

its interpretation, is directly dependent of the surface syntactic structure, we

may question the appropriateness of having two distinct deep syntactic valency

frames.

Podobová (2013) looks at verbs of placing, verbs of attaching and recording,

and verbs of including and tries to describe tendencies of using DIR3 or LOC

for expressing the location designating dependant. She claims that there are

differences between languages with respect to the distribution of DIR3/LOC with

the verbs in question. Further, she claims that in Czech, there is a tendency to

express DIR3 locations with active uses of the verbs and LOC locations with

verbs in the resultative diathesis (with verb in the participial form).16 Last

but not least, she attributes the DIR3/LOC behavior also to other co-operating

linguistic phenomena, such as presence of additional (context) specification of

the location, temporal sequence of actions, word order, lexical properties of the

15 This distinction is nevertheless of little importance of us, we may interpret these labels

as points on the scale of agentivity, which corresponds to the transgression scale from

directional to locative use. Generally it may be claimed that all these constructions share

the tendency to be used together with locative complementation in Czech.
16 Whereas Giger is concerned with both types of resultative diathesis, the possessive resul-

tative and the resultative with the be-verb, Podobová includes only be-resultatives in her

study.
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participant etc. Though we basically support her major findings, we want to

look at the issue from a broader perspective and try to connect the problem of

distribution of the two possible ways of expressing location to the general concept

of agentivity.

The problem of directional/locative ambiguity has been often approached as

a problem of the PP structure and placement. The previous linguistic research

suggests that it is the verb semantic class that demands the use of specific prepo-

sitions, and these prepositions than further drive the interpretation of their com-

plements. But, as (Podobová, 2013) pinpoints, it also may be the case that the

semantics of the complement influences the choice of the preposition.

(Tungseth, 2003) claims distinct structural positions for locative and direc-

tional PPs in Norwegian. According to his syntactic evidence, directionals occupy

the verb complement position (acquiring thus argument interpretation), while

locatives appear as adjuncts external to the VP structure.17

For Czech, the prepositions used with DIR3 and LOC complementations are

clear markers of the meaning. “V+loc” always marks location, whereas “do+gen”

always marks direction (goal place), “na+loc” marks location, wheras “na+acc”

always marks direction.

For English, the situation is different. Contrary to Czech, some usual prepo-

sitions for expressing direction and location are ambiguous. There is a large

discussion about the character of the “in” and “on” preposition type ambigu-

ity in the literature.18 Behrke (2006) in her study of locative PPs in English,

Dutch, and German argues that locative prepositions (like “in”, “on”, “under”

and “behind”) always denote places and that the directional interpretation is al-

ways licensed by other means (e.g., by simply being combined with a certain verb

17 This basic theory however does not take into account cases of a locative PP in an argument

position.
18 Nevertheless, the problem should perhaps be broadened since several location adverbials

are also able to cause ambiguity in this respect.
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class, or by an additional morpheme attached etc.).19 She also links directionals

to the semantic notion of “goal” and locatives to the semantic notion of “place”.

Zwarts and Winter (1997) claim that locative and directional PPs’ semantics is

too complex to be captured by means of compositional semantics, they propose

vector space semantic system for the description of their meaning. Since the

detailed formalism of semantic interpretation they propose is not crucial for the

interpretation of our data, we will mention here only some of their conclusions

based on the vector analysis. The authors, e.g., assume that locative prepositions

can be compared to states in the verbal domain, whereas directional prepositions

share properties with dynamic events (cf. Podobová’s claim on the distribution

of DIR/LOC between active and resultative sentences).

Konvalinková (2011) approaches the localization predicates from a more cogni-

tive point of view, claiming that the directionality feature (d-feature) is indepen-

dent of the motion feature and that verbs allowing both realizations (locational

and directional) are indeterminate as for the directionality feature. But Konva-

linková is more concerned with motion verbs per se than localization verbs only,

and she does not specify the indeterminacy of certain verbs with respect to the

d-feature as a distinctive point of a kind.

Aske (1989) contrasts English and Spanish, relativizing Talmy’s (Talmy, 1985)

supposition that languages differ in semantic features expressed in verb and re-

lating the distinction to the notions of telicity and resultativity.

The data suggest (after filtering out obvious mistakes in translation, annota-

tion or interpretation) that the way locative and directional meaning alternates is

dependent not only on semantic properties of the verbs, but also on specific prop-

erties of syntactic constructions, more specifically, on their aptness for expressing

“(non-)agentivity”. Verbs semantics together with the impact of the syntactic

19 In her study, Behrke presents several highly interesting claims, which do not tie directly to

the DIR/LOC distinction as it is treated in this chapter, but still deserve mentioning. One

of them is the claim that directional PPs may constitute the so-called “extent reading”

if combined with verbs specifying a location, i.e., the sentence “The fog extended from

London to Paris” is ambiguous between delimiting the fog area and between the dynamic

spreading of fog from one point to another. A similar point is made in (Saicová Ř́ımalová,

2010, p. 27), where the phenomenon is called “fictitious movement”. This sheds light on

the Panevová’s example “Koberec ležel od okna ke dveř́ım”, which is being used to claim

that directionals are free modifications because they combine also with other than motion

verbs. In our opinion, such sentences should be interpreted as bearing extent semantics.

Also, our understanding of the problem includes availability of “split participants”, i.e.,

two (or more) syntactic positions occupying the same semantic position. Directionals are

an obvious candidate, for they often denote semantically a single Path when referring to

its starting point, trajectory (route) and/or end point (goal).
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Table 6.2: Feature distribution between DIR/LOC categories

LOC DIR

place goal

non-agentive agentive

resultative active

static dynamic

participle verb

construction as such thus cooperate in determining the semantics of the whole

PP, and consequently its morphosyntactic form.

For Czech, the data show different behavior of verbs in agentive and non-

agentive constructions. In active sentences with dynamic verbs (52a), (52b),

directional forms appear, whereas in active sentences with stative verbs (52c), or

in passive (52d) or resultative (52e) sentences with dynamic verbs, the locative

form is used:

(52) a. Nahoře mě v nějakém pokoji složil na postelDIR3. SYN2010

He put me down on a bed in one of the rooms upstairs.

b. Uschlé listy zahnědlých dlańı položila na b́ılou peřinuDIR3. SYN2010

She laid her brown hands like two withered leaves on the white blan-

kets.

c. Plechovka od té předchoźı kávy lež́ı v odpadkovém košiLOC. SYN2010

The previous coffee can lies in the dustbin.

d. Barely byly složeny na Courterově pozemkuLOC. PCEDT

The barrels were put down on Courter’s land.

e. Tác je položený na židliLOC. SYN2010

The tray is laid on the chair.

Basically, for Czech, the general pattern of syntactic and semantic preferences

is shown in table 6.2.

The treebank data suggest that the semantic difference seems to be only

marginal, since the translations are more or less freely interchangeable in cases

that allow both ways of expression. The difference is thus rather structural. The

treatment of resultative (quasiresultative, stative and similar constructions) plays

a major role here. Contrary to the findings of (Giger, 2003), who supports the
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treatment of resultative constructions as a separate instance of light verb (func-

tion verb) constructions, in FGD, resultatives are treated as analytical (surface)

transformations of the basic agentive underlying structures (see Fig. 6.6 showing

the mismatch in sentences in (53)).

Figure 6.6: Example of a DIR/LOC mismatch

#Semicolon
CONJ

real-estate
RSTR

#Dash
CONJ

asset
PAT

#Gen
ACT

include
PRED_CO

#Gen
ACT

majetek
PAT

capital-gain
PAT

ustanovení
LOC

provision
DIR3

zahrnout
PRED_CO

(53) a. [In the House-passed tax bill, Mr. Thevenot got his wish;] real-estate

assets are included in the capital-gains provision.

b. [V zákoně, který prošel sněmovnou, se Thevenotovi jeho přáńı vy-

plnilo –] nemovitý majetek je v ustanoveńı o kapitálových zisćıch

zahrnut.

Thus, for English, which uses ambiguous PPs freely in passive, resultative and

agentive constructions, the DIR3 label of the original valency frame is mostly

assigned, whereas in Czech, the LOC label is used because of the locative form.

This in all its consequences leads to the situation where the LOC variant, driven
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by the surface syntactic construction, has to be included in the valency lexicon,

making agentive constructions of the (54a) type available.

(54) a. Zahrnuli náklady v ceněLOC.

They included the costs in the price.

b. Zahrnuli náklady do cenyDIR3.

They included the costs into the price.

The data from SYN2010 on the other hand clearly show that with the verb

“zahrnout”, the extra-strongly preferred variant with agentive constructions is

the one with DIR3 (54b), whereas the use of LOC in agentive context is only rare

(55).

(55) Zákazńık ztrat́ı o zdražená média, která v soběLOC zahrnou vyšš́ı poplatky,

zájem.

The customer will lose interest in the overpriced media, which include

higher charges (in them).

Since the alternation of the the LOC and DIR3 functor in the above mentioned

cases is a matter influenced by structural issues, we believe it is a case of the

so-called dual structural realization of an argument. This term applies to cases

where a single verb selects alternatively for different arguments, with only a slight

semantic shift (here the difference between static and dynamic interpretation of

the event). The position of the argument in the structure does not change, the

semantic shift is often difficult to grasp and the difference thus only lies in the

morphosyntactic marking of the position. We adopt this term as it is quoted

in (Kettnerová, 2012, p. 83).20 Kettnerová basically deals with dual structural

realization of arguments. We, on the other hand, also encounter cases in the

data where the alternating labels differ in their evaluation as arguments (valency

complementation) and non-arguments. Therefore, to avoid term confusion, we

rather prefer the term “dual structural realization of a situational participant”.21

Considering the lexicographic treatment of a dual structural realization of

an argument, Kettnerová argues for capturing two distinct verb senses. She

understands the two interpretations as two mutually connected lexical units in a

paradigmatic relation.

20 Kettnerová (2012) herself mentions verbs expressing a location change among possible

candidates for dual structural realization of arguments.
21 In compliance with (Panevová et al., 2014, p. 127).
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6.6 Summary

Functor mismatch in the PCEDT data includes various issues with various un-

derlying reasons. First, we have seen cases where the differing labels are attached

to the same type of semantic position with similar structural and morphological

realization. The different interpretation of the position, one as an actant and

argument, the other as a circumstantial not belonging to the valency frame of

the verb, was influenced by the semantic (non)obligatoriness of the given par-

ticipant, and partly by its morphosyntactic realization on the Czech side of the

data. The lack of native speaker intuition of the annotators also played role in

the decision process on the English side of the data. Since neither the semantic

interpretation, nor the structural and morphological realization differed dramat-

ically in such cases, we concluded that it is possible to capture valency of the

mentioned verb classes homogeneously.

Second, we have observed mismatches caused by the still unresolved issues of

the theoretical framework. The competition of an actant and free modification

functor at a single syntactic position results in inconsistencies in the lexicon.

A different issue were cases where different labeling of the position was clearly

driven by different morphosyntactic forms of the complementation. We addressed

the issue as cases of dual structural realization of a situational participant. Dual

structural realization of a situational participant is accompanied by a slight shift

in meaning. Therefore, it is recommendable to keep two distinct valency frames,

though the lexicon should capture their relatedness.

In this chapter, we disregarded cases caused by the choice of a conversive

verb in translation. Choosing a conversive verb always brings about considerable

semantic shifts influencing the morphosyntactic realization of individual partici-

pants and change of their deep syntactic labeling.
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Alignment Conflict

There is a number of cases in the treebank, where a conflict of two possible

ways of argument alignment arises. As we said before, a conflict of two valency

frame pair alignments should be theoretically impossible, since each argument

must represent always the same deep syntactic role in every realization of the

same valency frame. Therefore, we assume that that points of conflict should be

analyzed in detail as they may mark points of theory imperfection.

Serious alignment conflicts arise in syntactically and semantically specific con-

figurations. Suspicious functor pairs and semantic roles pairs can be identified,

as well as syntactic structures. The specificity of constructions in which functor

alignment conflict appears is a signal that it is not a general property of a language

system, but rather a matter of formal treatment. More specifically, the construc-

tions which exhibit frame pair alignment conflicts usually provoke the question

whether they are all really realizations of the same verb sense, or whether they

can rather be identified as realizations of two distinct senses (identified by distinct

valency frames), based on the properties of individual participants.

In the following subchapters, we will show three examples of conflicting frame

alignments, we will discuss the reasons of the problem and we will suggest possible

solutions that might help keep the data conflict-free.

7.1 Instrument Subject Alternation

Instrument Subject Alternation (ISA)1 is a term denoting the fact that some verbs

appear in two distinct patterns of syntactic configuration, one with a subject, an

1 This chapter was with slight changes published as (Šindlerová et al., 2018). The author of

the thesis is responsible for the detailed analysis of the ISA in the article, the co-authors

for the analysis of its Sentiment Analysis implications.
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object and an instrument in their unmarked syntactic positions, the other one

with the shift of the instrument into the subject position, see (56).

(56) a. TomACT broke the windowPAT with a hammerMEANS.

b. A hammerACT broke the windowPAT .

c. PavelACT otevřel dveřePAT čipovou kartouMEANS napoprvé.

Pavel opened the door with a chip card at the first attempt.

d. Čipová kartaACT otevřela dveřePAT napoprvé.

The chip card opened the door at the first attempt.

ISA, as defined by Levin (1993), concerns only verbs describing the semantic

event of breaking or cutting. The same syntactic pattern can nevertheless be

found with many other verbs incorporating an argument labeled as MEANS in

FGD in their semantic structure. Levin mentions Abstract Cause Subject Alterna-

tion (57), agreeing that the notion of Abstract Cause may be collapsed with the

notion of Instrument, since Abstract Causes “are expressed in with phrases and

play an instrument-like function, acting as an intermediary in the event named

by the verb” (Levin, 1993, p. 81). Similar semantic and syntactic shift may also

be found with Locatum Subject Alternation (58) (Levin, 1993, p. 119).2

(57) a. PaulACT amazed PeterPAT with his knowledgeMEANS.

b. Paul’s knowledgeACT amazed PeterPAT .

c. Nejv́ıce jste [ ]ACT naštvali ortodoxńı čtenářePAT reklamouMEANS na

zadńı straně.

You have made the orthodox readers most angry with the ad on the

back side.

d. Nejv́ıce čtenářePAT naštvala reklamaACT na zadńı straně.

The ad on the back side made the orthodox readers most angry.

(58) a. JohnACT staffed the hotelPAT with employeesMEANS.

b. The employeesACT staffed the hotelPAT .

c. DálniciPAT pokryli [ ]ACT asfaltemMEANS.

They covered the highway with asphalt.

2 The treatment of verbs which are usually classified in this alternation within FGD is diverse.

With verbs of the fill type, the locatum participant is usually assigned EFF functor, whereas

with verbs of the cover type, locatum is usually assigned MEANS functor. This diversity

of treatment of the locatum participant is an interesting feature of the FGD theory. The

difference is driven by the semantic obligatoriness of the participant in the given subclass.
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d. DálniciPAT pokryl asfaltACT .

The asphalt covered the highway.

While such a shift is usually being referred to as diathesis alternation, we

would rather count it among the so-called lexicalized alternations (Kettnerová,

2012), reflecting the fact that it is in our opinion no more a question of mere

syntactic reorganization of arguments within the same underlying semantic struc-

ture. The shift in syntactic roles is accompanied with a shift in morphological

characteristics (a transformation of an indirect case into a direct case), shift in

argumenthood characteristics (e.g., a shift of a non-core argument,3 such as In-

strument, into a core-argument, such as Cause, and finally, a shift in meaning

- a decausativization and shift of the agent from a foreground position into a

background position in the situational perspective (a process also called “agent

demotion”(Lyngfelt and Solstad, 2006)).

Thus, all the above mentioned cases follow the same syntactico-semantic pat-

tern: a shift of an Instrument4 to the position of an Actor (or vice versa).

As a result of the shift, there exist two syntactic configurations of arguments,

i.e., an agentive form where the syntactic subject position is taken by the seman-

tic Agent, and a non-agentive form where the subject position is taken by an

Instrument (or similar participant of the semantic structure).

A scheme of the configurations and the links between the situational par-

ticipants, deep syntactic valency slots and their morphosyntactic realizations is

shown in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2.

For simplification, the scheme of interlayer relations is designed for the case of

Instrument Subject Alternation. In case of Abstract Cause Subject Alternation,

Stimulus will stand in the place of Instrument and Experiencer instead of Patient,

in case of Locatum Subject Alternation, it would be Locatum and Location,

respectively. Technically though, the argument alignment is the same with all

three above mentioned alternations.

Interestingly, it is probable that there is a semantic derivational connection

between the three above mentioned alternation types. This is acknowledged not

only in (Levin, 1993), but indirectly also in (Uličný, 2000) where it is argued

that certain semantic theories interpret the instrument as a part of a localistic

construction, or part of a causative construction as a secondary Causer etc.

3 Here we use the terms core and non-core in the way they are used in (Grashchenkov and

Markman, 2008), i.e., a non-core argument is one that is not strictly subcategorized for by

the verb, an optional one, as opposed to a core argument, which is subcategorized for and

obligatory. In our opinion, Instruments with certain verbs fit into the characteristics of a

non-core argument.
4 As delimited in the FGD valency theory.
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Figure 7.1: Scheme of the agentive configuration

Agent Goal Instrument

ACT PAT MEANS

Subj/Nom Obj/Acc Adv/Instr

Situational participants

Valency complementations

Syntactic positions/
Morphological forms

Figure 7.2: Scheme of the non-agentive configuration

Agent Goal Instrument

ACT PAT

Subj/Nom Obj/Acc

Situational participants

Valency complementations

Syntactic positions/
Morphological forms

Each of the examples, (56), (57) and (58), represents one semantically delim-

ited verb class, or, more precisely, verb type.5

Considering the similar alternation pattern, we will deal with the three types

of verbs together, referring to the two configurations of situational participants

in the sentence structure as an alternation of an Actor (ACT) and Instrument

(MEANS). These constructions represent a specific issue of mutual alignment

5 The range of verbs following each syntactic alternation pattern is broader than traditionally

delimited verb classes, but still bears common semantic features.
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of valency structures in a parallel corpus. In PDT-Vallex, the same ACT PAT

frame is assigned to both (56c) and (56d) structures, i.e., the difference between

alternating constructions of the mentioned type is not taken into account as

a significant difference provoking a need for two distinct valency frames. On

the other hand, Engvallex, the valency lexicon for English verbs converted to

FGD format from the original PropBank valency lexicon, captures the difference

via distinct frames, ACT PAT vs. ACT PAT ?MEANS, following the original

distinction between the PropBank roles. Therefore, it is possible to find both

translations (59b) and (59c) in the data as equivalent to sentences of the type

(59a). This leads directly to a conflict in the alignment of valency structures

considering the premise that the alignment of the arguments between the source

and target valency frame is possible only in a single, unique way.

(59) a. PaulACT made PeterPAT angry with his arrogant behaviourMEANS.

b. PavelACT naštval PetraPAT svým arogantńım chováńımMEANS.

Paul made Peter angry with his arrogant behaviour.

c. Pavlovo arogantńı chováńıACT PetraPAT naštvalo.

Paul’s arrogant behavior made Peter angry.

This premise reflects the approach distinguishing a structural meaning and

a situational content6 of a verb saying that a single situational content may

correspond to several structural meanings which are uniquely identified by their

valency frames. The differences in valency between two corresponding verbs are

then always markers of a change in the structural meaning, sometimes also the

content.

The different alignment of valency complementations is most visible in passive

constructions of the type (60a). The annotator of syntactic relations must de-

cide whether the participant expressed with instrumental case is the deep Actor

(ACT) or Instrument (MEANS), i.e., if the underlying structure for the passivized

sentence is sentence (60b) or (60c).

(60) a. ŚıdloPAT bylo zničeno bombamiACT/MEANS.

The residence was destroyed by/with bombs.

b. ŚıdloPAT [ ]ACT zničili bombamiMEANS.

They destroyed the residence with bombs.

c. ŚıdloPAT zničily bombyACT .

The bombs destroyed the residence.

6 We address the situational content in the same sense as it is used in (Kettnerová, 2012),

i.e., an abstract event situation characterized by the number of its participants and their

mutual relations.
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Figure 7.3: An example of an ACT-MEANS conflict

#Gen
ACT

residence
PAT

destroy
CNCS

sídlo
PAT

#Slot
MEANS

bomb
ACT

zničit
CNCS

bomba
MEANS

There exist two different underlying structures, (60b) and (60c), which both

possibly correspond to the sentence in (60a) and which potentially create an in-

terpretational conflict that may result in a practical data annotation conflict. Fig.

7.3 shows an example of a conflict in the data, the actual sentences are displayed

in (61) Both the Czech and English sentence are passive. While the interpreta-

tion of (61a) takes the word “bombs” as an (instrumental) Actor due to the use

of the preposition by, The Czech sentence is ambiguous, since the instrumental

case may be interpreted as a form of expressing an Actor of the passive sentence,

or an Instrument. The previously collected alignment of valency complementa-

tions linked Actors of agentive constructions (full green arrow), while, due to the

annotators decision to capture the Czech sentence as agentive, the data show

alignment of a Czech instrument to an English Actor (blue dotted arrow).

(61) a. The residencePAT was destroyed by bombsACT .

b. ŚıdloPAT bylo zničeno bombamiACT/MEANS.

The residence was destroyed by/with bombs.
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This existence of conflicts in the data is one of our reasons for distinguishing

two different valency frames for the two interpretations.7

7.1.1 The Character of the MEANS Functor

The question of whether we need two distinctive valency frames for the agentive

and non-agentive construction is strongly tied to the question of the status of

the instrument complementation, represented with the MEANS functor. The

MEANS complementation is usually considered a free modification in the FGD.

Free modifications are described as complementations that “can modify any verb

and can modify a verb more than once” (Mikulová et al., 2006). Free modifica-

tions are considered a part of a valency frame of a verb only if they are obligatory

for the given meaning. Nevertheless, the practice kept in the PDT-Vallex lexicon

shows that (obligatory) MEANS is captured in the frame only as an “alternat-

ing” functor to other manner expressing labels (typically MANN) with verbs like

“pojmout” (approach, consider) or “nahĺıžet” (look at). Moreover, a meaningful

use of a MEANS complementation with such verbs is not possible using bare

instrumental case, without preposition. On the other hand, obligatory MEANS

does not appear with verbs which semantically demand a complementation usu-

ally expressed with bare instrumental; in those cases, other functors are usually

assigned, mainly the EFF functor.

VALLEX 3.0 lists MEANS with some verbs (e.g., “dojmout, dráždit, mučit”

etc.) as the so-called “typical free modification”.

Argument structure theories usually consider instrument an argument, not an

adjunct. Czech syntactic tradition differs in the syntactico-semantic interpreta-

tion of the instrument complementation. Some authors (e.g., Kopečný (1958),

Šmilauer (1969)) treat instrument as an adverbial facultative complementation.

Others, such as (Daneš et al., 1987), argue for taking instrument as a weak se-

mantic valency complementation. Uličný (2000) mentions instrument as bearing

the semantic role of a “confactor”, a role that is “intentional” (semantic valency),

is tied to certain semantic classes of verbs, is more active in the situation than

the Patient and less active than the agent.

Argumenthood testing is quite a difficult task in case of the instrument com-

plementation in Czech. Many of the argumenthood tests mentioned in literature

(e.g., word-order test, wh-island test, pseudo-cleft test) are designed to match

the English syntax and cannot be applied to Czech data.

7 The other possible strategy, i.e., unification of the EngValLex frames in a single, ACT

PAT frame for both the agentive and the non-agentive construction, in the same way as

the original treatment of PDT-Vallex suggests, would not remove the conflicts from the

data.
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One of the applicable tests is the so-called alternation test, i.e., a test based on

the assumption that if the instrument complementation gets into the alternation

with a subject or object, it must be considered an argument. The examples used

in this chapter all meet the alternation test condition.

The verbal proform substitution test, i.e., the claim that an argument is not al-

lowed following the verbal proform, see (62a-c), seems to contradict the argument

character of the instrument complementation (62d-g).

(62) a. *Pavel napsal dopis Evě a Jonáš to udělal Michalovi.

Pavel wrote a letter to Eva and Jonáš did it to Michal.

b. *Pavel odjel do Prahy a Ondřej to udělal do Ostravy.

Pavel went to Prague and Ondřej did it to Ostrava.

c. Jana uklidila byt v ponděĺı a Petra to udělala ve středu.

Jana tidied the room on Monday and Petra did it on Wednesday.

d. Petr zametl podlahu koštětem a Pavel to udělal svetrem.

Petr swept the floor with a broom and Pavel did it with a sweater.

e. *Jonáš naplnil džbán vodou a Tomáš to udělal pivem.

Jonáš filled the jar with water and Tomáš did it with beer.

f. *Poláci pokryli svou část dálnice asfaltem a Němci to udělali betonem.

The Polish covered their part of the highway with asphalt and Ger-

mans did that with concrete.

g. ??Petr překvapil Evu květinou a Tomáš to udělal úsměvem.

Petr surprised Eva with a flower and Tomáš did it with a smile.

Verbal proform substitution test has been considered the most reliable syntac-

tically motivated argumenthood test for a long time, though it was already stated

that it does not work for all types of arguments or adjuncts and that it in fact

“cannot say anything about the configurational difference between complements

and adjunct” (Przepiórkowski, 1999, p. 308). Therefore, we cannot rely to it in

this thesis, either. Moreover, if the conclusion stated in (Hwang, 2011, p. 26)

that “the distinction between arguments and adjuncts belongs to the semantic,

and not syntactic, level of analysis” is right, it is probably not acceptable to test

argumenthood with syntactic criteria only.

The enumeration and iteration tests are problematic because they refer to

all the possible instances of MEANS labeling in the data. Consequently, they

only offer a unified treatment for different morphosyntactic realizations, while

the distinction between a direct case and a PP is often a reason for assigning an

argument label to the complementation, instead of an adjunct one.
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The enumeration test, i.e., the test assuming a free modification can mod-

ify any verb, whereas actant modifies an enumerable set of verbs, is difficult to

use because the group of syntactic modifications labeled as MEANS in FGD is

not homogeneous with respect to their form and meaning. The MEANS mod-

ifications expressed with a PP using a secondary preposition (e.g., “pomoćı”,

“prostřednictv́ım”) are believed to be able to attach to almost any verb, though

they are not freely interchangeable with the instrumental case (their function in

the sentence is different) (63a), (63b), (63c). Verbs which prototypically include

instrument in their situational content allow contextually independent unprob-

lematic interpretation (63a), whereas intransitive verbs (63e) require a special

context for an acceptable interpretation with an instrument. Stative verbs (“by-

dlet, spát, věřit), on the other hand, do not allow the use of instrument at all

(63f). Compare also other individual examples in (63).

(63) a. Zametl podlahu koštětem/pomoćı koštěte.

He swept the floor with a broom/using a broom.

b. Překvapil ho květinou/*pomoćı květiny.

He surprised him with a flower.

c. Uv́ıtala ho polibkem/*pomoćı/*prostřednictv́ım polibku.

She welcomed him with a kiss/using a kiss/through a kiss.

d. Vymyslel to vlastńı hlavou.

He figured that out with his own brain.

e. Vzpamatoval se *pomoćı návštěvy u psychologa.

He pulled himself together through a visit at the psychologist’s.

f. Spal *pomoćı prášk̊u.

He slept using the pills.

g. Usnul pomoćı prášk̊u/*prášky.

He went to sleep using the pills.

h. Zemel *pomoćı/*prostřednictv́ım kulky.

He died using the bullet.

i. Byl zabit kulkou do hlavy.

He was killed in the head using the bullet.

j. Narodil se ćısařským řezem.

He was born using the cesarean.

k. Snil *pomoćı hypnózy.

He was dreaming using hypnosis.
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l. Ĺıbil se mu.

He liked him.

m. Vyrostl.

He grew up.

Daneš et al. (1987, p. 64) consider verb classes expressing an Instrument as

enumerable and also try to list them, though they also claim that the number

of such verbs is large and the Instrument does not have a distinctive function

(therefore it is not included in the formal structure of semantic sentential pat-

terns). There are only few verbs which do not allow modification by Instrument,

nevertheless, they cannot be neglected as exceptions because they share certain

systematic characteristics (stative, non-volitional verbs).

The iteration test, i.e., a test based on the assumption that free modifications

can appear more than once with a single verb in a single clause, is also ques-

tionable, because it is difficult to decide whether the two instances of the free

modification really occupy the same position, whether they modify the verb on

the same level of meaning specification, or whether they do not include a semantic

difference. The MEANS category, as it is defined in (Mikulová et al., 2006), in-

cludes more different semantic subcategories, such as Instrument, Abstract Cause,

Medium, Mediator, etc. These subcategories can be expressed either with bare

instrumental case or with a PP (see, e.g., (64)).

(64) a. Léčili ho bylinkamiMEANS.

They were trying to cure him with herbs.

b. Léčili ho pomoćı bylinekMEANS.

They were trying to cure him by means of herbs.

These two ways of expression then differ in the proximity of the modification

meaning to the meaning of the verb. We agree with Panevová (1980) that direct

case and prepositional case realization prototypicaly captures the valency char-

acter of the modification, whereas PP with secondary preposition corresponds to

free modification. Nevertheless, we disagree with the premise that if the Instru-

ment is paraphrasable by a PP with secondary preposition, it cannot be under-

stood as an argument even in its direct case form. As we showed in (Šindlerová

et al., 2013), a paraphrase by means of a secondary preposition can bear (and

most of the times also bears) a shift in situational content which blocks the in-

terpretation of a direct case and, as a consequence, a secondary preposition PP

cannot be considered as fully synonymous.
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Even in cases where two instrumental case realizations appear together within

a single verb, we do not find cases where the two instruments in a single clause

stand on the same semantic or syntactic level, see (65).

(65) Krmı́me je pomoćı pinzetyMEANS živými moučnými červyMEANS.

We feed them with living mealworms using pincers.

Uličný (2000) quotes sentences (66a) and (66b).

(66) a. Levou rukouMEANS mı́chala lžičkouMEANS čaj.

She stirred the tea with a spoon with her left hand.

b. Levou rukouMEANS si mazala nohuMEANS olejem.

She greased her knee with an oil with her left hand.

These two instrumental modifications in fact appear semantically different.

While the spoon is an instrument for stirring the tea, the hand is the instrument

for holding the spoon. The sentence (67) does not imply that the hand is dipped in

the tea but that the semantic agent uses her left hand for holding the instrument

(e.g., an unexpressed spoon) for stirring the tea.

(67) Čaj mı́chá levou rukouMEANS.

She stirs her tea with her left hand.

The spoon in (66a) is an instrument closer to the verb meaning. This can

be easily seen in further syntactic transformations of the sentence. In (68a) and

(68b) we see a coordination of contrastive clauses, (68c), (68d), (68e) and (68f)

include an extraposition of one of the instruments. All the examples are better

acceptable when we extract the “external”, not the “internal” instrument.

(68) a. Levou rukouMEANS (si mazala nohu olejemMEANS) a pravou rukouMEANS

(houpala kolébku).

She greased her leg with oil with her left hand and swang the cradle

with her right hand.

b. ??OlejemMEANS (si mazala levou rukouMEANS nohu) a náplast́ıMEANS

(si přelepovala koleno).

She greased her leg with her left hand with oil and sticked her knee

with a plaster.

c. Levou rukouMEANS dělala to, že si mazala nohu olejemMEANS.

What she did with her left hand was greasing her leg with oil.

d. ??OlejemMEANS dělala to, že si mazala levou rukouMEANS nohu.

What she did with the oil was greasing her leg with her left hand.
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e. Co se týče mı́cháńı čaje lžičkouMEANS, dělala to levou rukouMEANS.

As for stirring the tea with a spoon, she did that with her left hand.

f. ??Co se týče mı́cháńı čaje levou rukouMEANS, dělala to lžičkouMEANS.

As for stirring the tea with her left hand, she did that with a spoon.

A similar distinction of adverbial modifications based on their proximity to

the verbal action is mentioned in (Hwang, 2011) quoting (Fillmore, 1994), which

makes a distinction between “frame internal” (69a) and “frame external” (69b)

information.

(69) a. She kissed her mother on the cheek.

b. She kissed her mother on the platform.

Our conclusion is that if there are two expressions in the sentence labeled

with the same functor, these are either instances semantically different or in-

stances with a different proximity to the verbal action and different scope of

specification of the verbal action. The syntactico-semantic category MEANS,

as it is described in the FGD theoretical framework, includes both examples of

valency complementations and free modifications. We claim that some of the

MEANS instances in the data bear features of a (semantically) valency comple-

mentation, especially those expressed with bare instrumental case and appearing

in the alternation with the subject position.

7.1.2 The Morphosyntactic Realization Criterion

The annotation practice shows that the major conflicts arise in passive construc-

tions. Whereas Czech expresses the position with possible agentive or instrument

interpretation using the bare instrumental case, English uses prepositional phrase

with a clear, unequivocal interpretation. In most cases, the use of either the

preposition “with” (instrument interpretation) or “by” (agentive interpretation)

helps us distinguish the meaning, but there are also other English prepositions

that may appear in the passive clause, such as “at” (He was amazed at my

skills). When annotating sentence pairs, we might thus stick to the English part

of the data, but the translation criterion is indecisive when we try to focus on

the individual properties of the Czech clauses.

Nevertheless, as long as there are cases where we have a passive sentence with

a clear instrument form (with-phrase) on one side of the translation and an active

sentence with a corresponding participant in the subject (Actor) position, we see

a clear need for two distinct valency frames.
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7.1.3 The Criterion of Content Equivalence

There exists one point frequently used as an argument against keeping a separate

valency frame ACTInstr PAT, i.e., the infinite iteration argument. It says the

following: sentences (70a) and (70b) are just two realization of the same valency

frame ACT PAT with a potential Instrument. There is always the possibility

of adding an Instrument to the bare ACT PAT (70b), creating a sentence with

instrument (70c). After the transformation of the Instrument into the ACT po-

sition, we can simply reiterate this process (70d) again, with another instrument,

and so on, infinitely.

(70) a. PavelACT překvapil JanuPAT květinouMEANS.

Pavel surprised Jana with a flower.

b. KvětinaACT překvapila JanuPAT .

The flower surprised Jana.

c. KvětinaACT překvapila JanuPAT svou v̊uńıMEANS.

The flower surprised Jana with its smell.

d. VůněACT překvapila JanuPAT svou intenzitouMEANS.

The smell surprised Jana with its intensity.

This iteration process is easy to understand with verbs describing mental

processes where the alternation realizes between the subject and the Abstract

Cause. On the other hand, verbs with true instruments do not allow such infinite

iteration, see (71) and (72).

(71) a. PavelACT ukrojil chlébPAT nožemMEANS.

Pavel sliced the bread with a knife.

b. NůžACT ukrojil chlébPAT ?svým ostř́ımMEANS.

The knife sliced the bread with its blade.

c. Ostř́ıACT ukrojilo chlébPAT [-].

The blade sliced the knife.

(72) a. PavelACT rozbil oknoPAT mı́čemMEANS.

Pavel broke the window with a ball.

b. Mı́čACT rozbil oknoPAT ?svou vahouMEANS.

The ball broke the window with its weight.

c. ??VáhaACT mı́če rozbila oknoPAT [-].

The weight of the ball broke the window.
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The localization verbs do not allow infinite iteration either, moreover, they

seem not to allow even a single iteration (73).

(73) a. PetrACT pokryl postelPAT r̊užemiMEANS.

Petr covered the bed with roses.

b. RůžeACT pokryly postelPAT [-].

Roses covered the bed.

Some of the localization verbs do not allow the alteration of the subject and

instrument at all (74).

(74) a. [ ]ACT Natřel si nosPAT krémemMEANS.

He spread cream over his nose.

b. *KrémACT (mu) natřel nosPAT .

The cream spread over his nose.

On the other hand, there exist other verb classes allowing a syntactically

similar type of alternation (subject or object alternating with instrumental case

form or a PP) where the alternation is established as two alternating valency

frames and the iteration argument is not considered relevant (75).

(75) a. PavelACT nahradil skř́ıňPAT toaletńım stolkemEFF.

Pavel replaced the wardrobe with a dressing table.

b. Toaletńı stolekACT nahradil skř́ıňPAT .

The dressing table replaced the wardrobe.

Looking back to the infinite iteration examples, restated here as (76a)-(76d),

we can see that it in fact is not infinite (we can hardly imagine another iteration

of the sentence (76e)). Also, even though the sentences in (76c), (76d) and (76e)

make an re-iteration chain, they do not correspond to (76a) with respect to the

situational content. The sentence in (76a) means that Jana was surprised by

the mere appearance of the flower on the scene, not by any particular aspect of

the flower. Therefore, it is situationally equal only to the sentence in (76b). In

a similar manner, there is no situational equivalence between sentences in (76c)

and (76d), but there is a situational equivalence between sentences in (76c) and

(76f).

(76) a. PavelACT překvapil JanuPAT květinouMEANS.

Pavel surprised Jana with a flower.

b. KvětinaACT (od Pavla) JanuPAT překvapila.

The flower (from Pavel) surprised Jana.
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c. KvětinaACT překvapila JanuPAT svou v̊uńıMEANS.

The flower surprised Jana with its smell.

d. VůněACT překvapila JanuPAT svou intenzitouMEANS.

The smell surprised Jana with its intensity.

e. Intenzita v̊uněACT květiny Janu překvapilaPAT .

The intensity of the smell surprised Jana.

f. Vůně květinyACT JanuPAT překvapila.

The smell of the flower surprised Jana.

The content equivalence of the sentences suggest that the subject and instru-

ment positions in the Actor-and-Instrument construction (e.g. “květina” and

“v̊uńı” in (76c)) both correspond to the subject position in the Instrumental-

Actor construction (“v̊uně květiny in (76f)).

We argue, that the correct interpretation of the relation between the syntactic

and semantic structure in such cases is the “Split Stimulus” interpretation. The

semantic role of the Abstract Cause, or Stimulus, which acquires the position

of a subject in the Instrumental-Actor construction, is structurally split in the

Actor-and-Instrument construction. Compare also the possibility of expressing

the Abstract Cause with a dependent clause in the position of a subject in (77b,

77d).

(77) a. KvětinaACT JanuPAT překvapila.

The flower surprised Jana

b. JanuPAT překvapilo, že dostalaACT květinu.

Jana was surprised by getting a flower.

c. KvětinaACT JanuPAT překvapila svou v̊uńıMEANS.

The flower surprised Jana with its smell.

d. To, že květina (tak) vońıACT , JanuPAT překvapilo.

The way the flower smelled surprised Jana.

The scheme of the structural relations in the “Split Stimulus” situation is

shown in Fig. 7.4.

7.1.4 The Lexico-Semantic Criterion

The Subject Instrument Alternation is usually exemplified with verbs describing

concrete actions during which prototypical instruments are used, typically with

the verbs “break” and “cut”. Alexiadou and Schäfer (2006) note that this type
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Figure 7.4: Scheme of the split stimulus configuration

Experiencer Stimulus

ACT PAT MEANS

Subj/Nom Obj/Acc Adv/Instr

Situational participants

Valency complementations

Syntactic positions/
Morphological forms

syntactic alternation appears only with some verbs of the break/cut class, and,

what is more, only for some types of instruments.

Sentences with an Instrument in the subject are grammatical and acceptable

only when the Instrument prototypically need not to be permanently operated by

a human (e.g., a ball) (78a). Such “independent” instruments behave semanti-

cally similar to “natural forces” which attain the subject position in the semantic

role of a Causer.

Another type of instruments acceptable in the subject are “machines” (ma-

chines can be personified easily) (78b), their semantic role is then considered an

agent. Contrary to machines, pure instruments, like “a hammer” or “an axe”

are less acceptable in the subject position, or they require a specific context or

presupposition. For example, (78c) is acceptable in case the axe had been thrown

and was therefore out of the control of the human. In case the axe had been held

by a human at the moment of breaking, the sentence is not acceptable. Instru-

ments that cannot operate without human interaction (78e) are hardly acceptable

in the subject position, compared, e.g., to the machines (78f).

(78) a. To okno rozbil (odražený) mı́č.

A (bounced) ball broke the window.

b. Bagr srovnal d̊um se zemı́.

The digger tore the house down to the ground.

c. ?To okno rozbila sekera.

An axe broke the window.
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d. ?Motorová pila porazila strom.

A chain saw cut the tree down.

e. *Tu podlahu vytřel hadr.

A cloth wiped the floor.

f. Tu zahradu posekal trakt̊urek.

A garden tractor cut the grass in the garden.

It can be concluded that an Instrument in the subject position is only accept-

able if it allows semantic interpretation of an (at least partial) causation of the

verbal action, in the same way as the natural forces in the subject position do

(79).

(79) Vı́tr rozbil okno.

The wind broke the window.

Alexiadou and Schäfer (2006) consider Instrument a part of argument struc-

ture and thus distinguish valency constructions

1. with Agent and Instrument

2. with Agent/Causer.

While literature usually describes verbs with pure instruments, the corpus

data include a large number of examples of metaphorical, abstract instruments.

In case of abstract Instruments, the alternation of an Instrument and an Actor

is acceptable without semantic restrictions (80).

(80) a. ČerńınACT otevřel sezónuPAT daľśı divadleńı udalost́ıMEANS.

Černin has opened the season with another big theatre event.

b. SezónuPAT otevřela daľśı divadelńı událostACT .

Another big theatre event opened the season.

Unlike pure instruments, abstract Instruments, or, Abstract Causes, can be

freely transformed to the position of subject, disregarding the type of the Stimu-

lus. The situational perspective is changed, the Agent is demoted and the Cause

is focused, acquiring the role of the Causer.

The localization verbs are even more interesting. The following examples

show that the semantics of the subject position in the non-agentive construction

is not that of a Causer but that of Locatum (or material).

(81) a. PavelACT pokryl postelPAT r̊užemiMEANS.

Pavel covered the bed with roses.
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b. RůžeACT pokryly postel.

Roses covered the bed.

c. *(Rozházené) r̊uže zp̊usobily, že postel byla zcela pokrytá.

The scattered roses caused the bed to be covered completely.

d. VodaACT naplnila vědroPAT až po okraj.

Water filled the bucket to the brim.

e. *Voda zp̊usobila, že vědro bylo až po okraj naplněné.

The water caused the bucket to be filled to the brim.

As with the verbs with Instrument, not all Locata can enter the alternation.

Basically, only those Locata which can participate actively in the verbal action

(water flows without the need of an external agent, flowers grow on their own,

etc.) appear as alternating in the subject position, cf. the examples in (82).

(82) a. [ ]ACT Vybavil domácnostPAT zař́ızeńımEFF.

He furnished his home with appliances.

b. ??Zař́ızeńıACT (mu) vybavilo domácnostPAT .

The appliances furnished his home.

c. [ ]ACT Ověnčil tramvajePAT květinamiMEANS.

He decorated the trams with flowers.

d. ??KvětinyACT ověnčily tramvajePAT .

The flowers decorated the trams.

e. [ ]ACT Naĺıčila si očiPAT řasenkouMEANS.

She painted her eye-lashes with mascara.

f. *ŘasenkaACT j́ı naĺıčila očiPAT .

A mascara painted her eye-lashes.

Uličný (2000, p. 50) says: “The basic pitfall of the verb meaning analysis is

the fact that each verb may have different meanings in different occurrences. [...]

We then need to decide, if the different occurrences are just variants of the same

verb, or if they are realizations of different verbs.”

In case of localization verbs, the different alternations represent different

verbs, because their meanings have two different representations in a predicate

decomposition (83):

(83) a. pokrýt1 = [[x CAUSE [BECOME [z <COVERED>]]] BY MEANS

OF [[x ACT<COVER>] CAUSE [BECOME [y PLOC z]]]]

b. pokrýt2 = [BECOME [x PLOC y]]
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In the case of verbs with Instruments, the predicate decomposition is more

complicated. In the basic structure of the predicate decomposition, the Instru-

ment is not present and the Causer occupies the same position as the Agent

(84).

(84) rozb́ıt1,2 = [[ x ACT] CAUSE [y BECOME<BROKEN>]]

Such notation does not offer ways of treating instruments. A different nota-

tion for distinguishing the alternating agentive and non-agentive constructions

is offered in (Brousseau and Ritter, 1991). In their treatment, they ascribe the

causative meaning only to the agentive form of the instrument verbs, allowing

thus for dual interpretation.

(85) a. kill1: [x DO y CHANGE BE ...]/kill

A Swiss army knife killed John.

b. kill2: [z CAUSE [x DO y CHANGE BE ...]]/kill

Mary killed John with a Swiss army knife.

Beavers and Francez (2006) see predicate decomposition as too coarse-grained

to be able to capture all the necessary aspects of verbal meaning and argue

in favor of entailment-based approaches. They define a “paraphrase property”,

i.e., the fact that in each of the alternating constructions where a direct case

alternates with oblique, the direct case participant (subject, object) is assigned

a specific additional interpretation that is not present in the construction with

oblique. This is, according to them, a general semantic contrast considering

valency participants. Such a contrast was already mentioned here regarding the

Instrument Subject Alternation and the Abstract Cause Subject Alternation (86).

(86) a. Pavel rozbil okno mı́čem. (The ball could have but needn’t have

moved on its own.)

Pavel broke the window with a ball.

b. Mı́č (odskočil a) rozbil okno. (The ball moved on its own.)

The ball (bounced and) broke the window.

c. Pavel překvapil Annu svým př́ıchodem. (Pavel’s coming needn’t have

been unexpected, but it could have had some unexpected aspects.)

Pavel surprised Anna with his coming.

d. Pavl̊uv př́ıchod Annu překvapil. Pavel’s coming was unexpected.

Pavel’s coming surprised Anna.

In this case, the additional information lies in the autonomy, or non-intentionality

of the entity in the subject position. The entailment-based approaches thus
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offer an explanation for the contrast between the Subject-and-Instrument and

Instrumental-Subject construction for cases where the predicate decomposition

does not help.

The available analyses of the alternations from the lexico-semantic point of

view thus show two important points:

• The existence of an alternation is influenced not only by the character of

the verb, but also by the lexico-semantic properties of the word in the

alternating nominal position.

• The semantic contrast between the alternations is often too fine-grained to

be captured by a general theory.

7.1.5 Summary

The behavior of the Instrument Subject Alternation verbs and the Locatum Sub-

ject Alternation verbs is quite similar. They allow similar transformations and

have similar semantic restrictions. Their meaning can be represented by two

different predicate decomposition structures for the two alternations. An infi-

nite iteration of these two alternations is not possible. Also, semantic properties

of the non-agentive construction subject play a role; the instrumental subject

must allow interpretation of autonomous acting or movement (a non-intentional

causation, e.g., a natural force, machine, or an autonomously moving object).

Verbs allowing the alternation of Abstract Cause (Stimulus) and subject be-

have differently. They allow the alternation always, disregarding the semantic

properties of the ACTInstr position. They allow paraphrase with a dependent

clause where both the subject and the Stimulus of the Actor-and-Instrument

construction are embedded in the subject position. This results in the inter-

pretation of a “Split Stimulus”. As a result, we can distinguish three different

constructions:

• an agentive construction, usually with a human Actor, allowing a volitional

interpretation;

• an Instrumental Actor construction, with a Stimulus in the position of the

Actor and

• a Split Stimulus construction.

The Split Stimulus construction is an instance of a broader concept of a struc-

tural splitting of a situational participant. Regarding the valency roles behavior in

Czech, it has been already explored by Kováčová (2005) and Kettnerová (2012).
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According to Kettnerová (2012), structural splitting of an argument is a non-

conversive relation where two valency complementations correspond to a single

situational participant. Whereas the situational content of the verb remains the

same, there are two distinct surface realizations. This fact is the underlying cause

of the conflicts in data annotation, unless we allow two different valency frames

in the lexicon.

Beside describing the structural splitting of an argument for the situation

where the situational participants split into two clear valency positions, Ket-

tnerová (2012, p. 92) also mentions verbs for which the participants splits into

one valency complementation and a non-valency complementation. These verbs

belong right into the class of verbs with Abstract Cause semantic participant

(potěšit, rozčilovat).8 Therefore, we prefer the term structural splitting of a situ-

ational participant.

In this chapter, we were interested in verbs allowing alternation of a subject

(Actor) with Instrument/Abstract Cause/Locatum. This argument hierarchiza-

tion change involves a change in structural meaning and creates a paradigm

also for other similar constructions. In order to avoid conflicts in the data, it

would be necessary to capture the Instrumental-Actor (Stimulus) and Actor-

and-Instrument (Split Stimulus) construction with two distinct valency frames.

Nevertheless, the decision which particular sentence in the data belongs to which

valency frame is extremely non-trivial due to the fine-grainedness of the semantic

distinction.

7.2 Possessor Object Alternation

The structural splitting of a situational participant is characteristic of some other

types of alternations as well. For example, some Verbs of Judgment9 behave in

a similar way (87).

(87) a. PetrACT kritizoval PavlaPAT za zbabělostCAUS.

Petr reproached Pavel for his cowardice.

b. PetrACT kritizoval Pavlovu zbabělostPAT .

Petr reproached Pavel’s cowardice.

8 Nevertheless, our exploration of the category labeled as MEANS above shows that there

are serious doubts about its valency or non-valency character and that the treatment of

instruments is not unified in the linguistic tradition of valency description. There are

criteria supporting its treatment as a free modification, as well as criteria speaking for its

being a (quasi)valency complementation.
9 Verbs of Judgment are treated in detail in Chapter 6.1
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Levin (1993) names such alternation as Possessor Object Alternation. Here,

the split affects the non-core position of Cause and core position of Patient ex-

pressed as syntactic object in accusative case.

Unlike in the case of ISA, we do not encounter direct conflicts of this type

in the PCEDT data. Possessor Object Alternation is not involved in potentially

ambiguous structures (like the ambiguous passives with ISA) and the character

of the data which were purposely translated in the most syntactically similar

way does not facilitate the presence of such conflicts. Nevertheless, other parallel

data covering broader range of domains and styles do offer potentially conflicting

constructions.

A look into the multilingual parallel corpus InterCorp (Čermák and Rosen,

2012) gives us some examples of different alignment in the translations of the

verb pair criticize – vytýkat/vytknout :

(88) a. ... when he’dACT criticised her movementsPAT as too boyish, not

enough those of a young Queen born to rule.

b. ... když j́ıADDR vytýkal [CorACT ], že se pohybujePAT moc chlapecky, ne

jako mladá královna, zrozená, aby vládla.

(89) a. When [CorPAT ] criticized by one of his early companionsACT for the

deathCAUS of millions during the Chinese revolution, ...

b. Když MaoviADDR jeden z jeho raných soudruh̊uACT vytkl smrtPAT mil-

ion̊u lid́ı během č́ınské revoluce, ...

We have already seen that Verbs of Communicating Judgment usually take

three situational participants which can be named, e.g., the Critic, the Criticized

Entity and the Fault. In (88), the PAT/direct object of the verb “criticize” is

aligned to the PAT expressing the Fault on the Czech side; on the other hand,

(89) shows the alignment of the English PAT/direct object to a Criticized Entity

on the Czech side of the translation (PAT-ADDR).10

Unlike the verb “vytknout”, which has only a single possible valency frame

ACT PAT ADDR, the verb “criticize”, appears in the data in two configurations

constituting the Possessor Object Alternation. Either the situational participants

of the criticizing event are the Critic, the Criticized Entity, and the Fault in the

ACT PAT CAUS variant, or the Critic and the Fault only, with possible embedded

Criticized Entity (in the possessive form) within the Fault, which corresponds to

the ACT PAT realization in the data.

Moreover, there are even examples in the InterCorp, which bring evidence

that the alignment of the Criticized Entity and the Fault is possible in a (rather

10 We do not discuss here the reasons for a functor mismatch in these case; it is – once again

– basically a matter of cognitive role shifting and argumenthood judgment.
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loose) literary translation even for the verb pair “criticize” – “kritizovat”, see

(90):

(90) a. Some peopleCritic have even criticized my speechFault at the opening

ceremony.

b. LidéCritic měCriticizedEntity ted’ kritizuj́ı, že jsem někoho otevřeně po-

chválilFault.

Even though the Possessor Object Alternation is currently rather unproblem-

atic in the PCEDT data and the potentially conflicting ways of translation in

other resources seem to be rare, we believe that the CzEngVallex, as a poten-

tially universal resource, should take into account as many potential difficulties

outside the original data on which it was built as possible.

7.3 Locative Subject Alignment

In this chapter,11 we focus on constructions in which there is an ACT depending

on a predicate on one side of the translation linked to a LOC depending on a

corresponding predicate on the other side of the translation, see (91).

(91) “The obligation is totally unwarranted,” the statementACT said.

“Dluh je zcela přemrštěný, ” stoj́ı v prohlášeńıLOC.

Mutual alignment between an Actor and a Location is one of the cases where

a frame-internal and a frame-external position match across languages, i.e., a

semantically prominent position is transformed in the translation into a position

propositionally backgrounded. In many cases, there are both possibilities of ex-

pressing the semantic participant, ACT and LOC, available on the Czech side of

the data, see (92).

(92) a. The reportACT says that “the restructuring will take place over a two-

year period and will principally involve the transfer and termination

of employees in our U.S. operations.”

ZprávaACT uvád́ı, že “restrukturalizace proběhne během dvou let a

bude zahrnovat zejména přesun a ukončeńı práce zaměstnanc̊u v am-

erických provozech.”

b. The reportACT to Congress said that fatalities rose 18% in 1987 and

13% in 1988 on rural interstates.

11 The analysis presented in this chapter was also published with slight changes as (Šindlerová,

2017).
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Ve zprávěLOC pro Kongres se uvád́ı, že smrtelné úrazy stouply na

venkovských mezistátńıch silnićıch v roce 1987 o 18% a v roce 1988 o

13%.

This dual possibility of morphosyntactic realization may result in a conflict

of annotations, see Fig. 7.5 showing the alignment of nodes for the sentences in

(93).

Figure 7.5: Locative Subject Alternation: conflict of annotations
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(93) a. The merger agreementACT says the buy-out group is entitled to be

repaid $26.7 million in fees for its investment bankers...

b. Ve smlouvěLOC o fúzi se uvád́ı, že vykupuj́ıćı skupina má nárok na

úhradu 26.7 milionu dolar̊u za poplatky investičńım bankám...
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The reasons underlying the functor asymmetry or the conflicts in the data

seem to be various. In the following subchapters, we will refer to this particular

alignment as “Locative Subject Alignment” and we will try to look at the grounds

of the asymmetry in detail.

7.3.1 Locative Actors in Previous Research

Part of the phenomena described here were analyzed for Czech as the so-called

“locative subject”. Mluvnice češtiny 3 (Daneš et al., 1987) mentions the locative

subject as an example of a systemic lexicalized ellipsis. The sentences with a loca-

tive subject are explained as deagentivizing linguistic means. They are labeled

as “constructions with a transposed use of the 3rd person plural”. On the other

hand, sentences with other than primary diathesis, e.g. (94), are not included in

the description.

(94) O tom se hovořilo na sch̊uzi.

It was talked about at the meeting.

Rather, such sentences are discussed separately. Thus, Daneš et al. (1987)

does not allow their unified treatment with respect to the semantic role expressed

in the locative. This is a result of the chosen (surface syntax preferring) theoret-

ical approach.

A unified treatment of the two constructions is attempted in a paper on

generic agents (Panevová, 1976). The author claims that both constructions

express deagentivization and that they are mutually synonymous. However, no

mention is made about the possible semantic connection between the generic

agent and the locative.

Constructions with a transposed use of the 3rd person plural are also taken

account of in (Grepl and Karĺık, 1986). The authors claim that the locative occu-

pies the syntactic position of an incongruent attribute of the subject unexpressed

as a result of a contextual ellipsis, and say that the locative attribute then takes

over the subject function. The authors presume that the locative can become a

proper subject as a result of a further lexicalization process.

On the other hand, Šmilauer (1969) speaks about the possibility of express-

ing the subject by an adverbial in lexicalized ellipsis denoting, e.g., institutions.

Unfortunately, this only mention is not given much space. Viták (2015) is con-

cerned with expressing the generalized agent in Czech and English (based on

literary translation data) and describes the locative tied to a 3rd person plural

active verb as specificational with respect to the agent.

Br̊uhová and Malá (2017) treat locative subjects as a part of the “presenta-

tive semantic pattern” and identify two semantic verb classes connected to the
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phenomenon based on the parallel corpus study. They claim that the repertoir

of verbs occurring in the construction with a locative thematic subject appears

to be rather limited.

To conclude, there is a scale of opinions and categorizing attempts concerning

the status of the locative constructions with demoted agent. Some authors make

an explicit connection to the position of the subject, others talk about a lexical-

ized ellipsis, some ascribe an event specifying role to it, but keep it disconnected

from the subject (or agent) position.

7.3.2 ACT-LOC Alignment Tendencies in the Data

There was a striking asymmetry in the data regarding the direction of the ACT-

LOC alignment. There were 357 instances of ACTEN-LOCCZ alignment, but only

173 instances of the inverse situation, ACTCZ-LOCEN. While the former included

perfectly systemic cases, reliable and semantically equivalent translations, the

latter involved rather non-standard cases: syntactically too loose translation (95),

jargon (96), phrasemes (97), syntactically specific constructions (98) etc.

(95) a. Theres a pretty good program inside all the noiseLOC of “Mancuso

FBI.”

b. Na to, kolik humbukuACT kolem seriálu “Mancuso FBI” panuje, je to

opravdu dobrý pořad.

(96) a. The total short interest in Nasdaq stocks as of mid-October was 237.1

million shares, upLOC from 223.7 million in September.

b. Celkový počet akcíı prodaných nakrátko byl u akcíı Nasdaq v polovině

ř́ıjna 237.7 milionu akcíı, co je oproti zář́ı zvýšeńıACT z 223.7 milionu

akcíı.

(97) a. The rivals currently are locked in a costly bidding contestLOC for Hol-

lywood film rights.

b. Protivńıci jsou momentálně zablokováni nákladnou nab́ıdkovou soutě-

ž́ıACT o práva k hollywoodským filmům.

(98) a. She was in her most radiant, expressive voiceLOC.

b. Jej́ı oslňuj́ıćı, výrazný hlasACT zazněl v plné kráse.

Only a small number of sentences included a pattern resembling the systemic

pattern of the inverse alignment (99).

(99) a. The legislation also requires broad new disclosures of the race, sex and

income level of borrowers, but that information won’t be gathered in

new studiesLOC for several months at least.
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b. Legislativa také vyžaduje rozsáhlé nové údaje o rase, pohlav́ı a úrovni

př́ıjmů dlužńık̊u, ale nové analýzyACT tyto informace nebudou źıskávat

přinejmenš́ım po několik měśıc̊u.

Thus, we may generalize that, probably, there is a systemic pattern of trans-

lating English Actors by Czech Locations.

7.3.3 ACT-LOC Alignment as a Lexicon-Based Issue

There are 55 pairs of verb frames with ACTEN-LOCCZ alignment in the CzEng-

Vallex.

The most simple case are those pairs of verb senses that appeared uniquely in

the data. Therefore, the ACT-LOC alignment was stored as default even though

both verbs theoretically may allow alignment of agents in the subject position

of both sides of translation (and thus such a ACT-LOC alignment is actually a

potentially conflicting one) (100).

(100) The proposalACT reiterates the U.S. desire to scrap or reduce a host of

trade-distorting subsidies on farm products.

V návrhuLOC je zd̊urazněn požadavek Spojených stát̊u na zrušeńı nebo

omezeńı vysokého počtu dotaćı na zemědělské produkty, které narušuj́ı

obchodováńı.

Of the rest, most cases involve a translation by a conversive verb. Semantic

conversion involving the rephrasing of an actor as a location is often based on the

contrast between dynamic and stative verbs, as in (91), or between causativity

and noncausitivity of the verb (101).

(101) The machineACT can run software written for other Mips computers, the

company said.

Na poč́ıtačiLOC mohou běžet programy napsané pro ostatńı poč́ıtače Mips,

uvedla společnost.

There are several reasons for choosing a conversive verb in a translation.

Either there might not exist a corresponding causative verb that would match

the noun in the subject position (102) semantically, or there is no syntactically

matching translation structure available, or the dynamic/causative variant (e.g.,

postrádat in (103)) is perceived as inadequate with respect to the style.

(102) The plant has a hairy stem thatACT produces flowers and diminutive seeds.

Rostlina má chlupatý stonek, na němžLOC rostou květy a maličká semena.
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(103) Half the cells taken from lung cancer tissue they tested are missing this

gene.

U poloviny buněk odebraných z tkáně rakoviny prsu, které testovali, tento

gen chyb́ı.

An interesting case of the ACT-LOC alignment in the CzEngVallex data is

represented by the verb “include” and its Czech translations. This verb was

usually translated to Czech as “zahrnovat” or with conversive “být mezi” (be

among) (104).

(104) a. Mr. Sonnett said that clientsACT who pay cash may include alleged

drug dealersPAT who don’t have domestic bank accounts.

b. Sonnett uvedl, že mezi klientyLOC, kteř́ı plat́ı v hotovosti, mohou být

údajńı dealeřiACT drog, kteř́ı nemaj́ı účty v tuzemských bankách.

Both the verbs “include” and “zahrnovat” allow the so-called Container Sub-

ject Alternation mentioned in (Levin, 1993, p. 82), see (105).

(105) a. IACT included the badgePAT in this letterDIR3.

b. The letterACT includes the badgePAT .

This alternation can be observed with verbs which describe “a relation be-

tween a whole, expressed either in a prepositional phrase or as the subject, and

its components, expressed as the direct object” (Levin, 1993, p.82).

As a result, there are two valency frames in the lexicon standing for the

construction with an agent in the position of ACT (106a) and the construction

with a container in the position of the ACT (106b).

(106) a. zahrnout1: ACT PAT DIR3

zahrnout položku do náklad̊u

b. zahrnout2: ACT PAT

systém zahrne položku

The choice of the conversive variant described in (104) is driven by semantic

(in)compatibility of the verb sense (106b) with non-container subjects, i.e., with

subjects that do not imply coherent group interpretation directly. Looking into

the Czech National Corpus, we can see that the verb goes together with subjects

like “skupina” (group), “seznam” (list), “okruh” (band) and other singular nouns

denoting a closed group of things that are easily dividable into individual items,

such as “rodina” (family) or “zelenina” (vegetables), with abstract nouns and
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with singularia tantum with collective interpretation, such as “vybaveńı” (equip-

ment). On the other hand, it does not combine as easily with concrete plural

nouns not implying group interpretation directly.

In other words, if the translator of (104) chose to translate the word “clients”

with “klientela” (customer base, a collective noun) instead of “klienti” (clients,

plural count noun), the verb “zahrnout” would most likely become acceptable in

the context.

It appears that in this case, Czech, contrary to English, applies a semantic

condition on the subject of the verb “zahrnout/zahrnovat”. Participants in this

position must allow the interpretation of a “homogeneous group”, which is suc-

cessfully fulfilled by collective nouns. The acceptability of nouns in this position

falls significantly with plural nouns, still being rather high for inanimate and ab-

stract nouns, but low for groups of human individuals. In English, the plural for

count nouns is acceptable even in case of groups of human individuals.

The verb pair “include – zahrnout” is interesting in one more respect. The

verb “zahrnout” is often used in its passive form, disregarding the morphological

voice used on the English side of the data (107).

(107) a. In addition, Shearson’s listed $ 2 billion of capital is overstated, ac-

cording to the rating concerns, because itACT includes $PAT 1.7 billion

of goodwill.

b. Kromě toho je jmenovaná hodnota kapitálu, 2 miliardy dolar̊u, podle

hodnot́ıćıch koncern̊u přehnaná, protože je v ńıLOC zahrnuta hodnotaPAT

firmy.

The locative phrase used with the passive (108a) is then a “resultative” trans-

formation of a directional form used in the active voice (108b).

(108) a. FirmaACT zahrnula do výdaj̊uDIR3 i nákladyPAT na občerstveńı.

The company also included the refreshments cost into the overall

costs.

b. NákladyPAT na občerstveńı byly zahrnuty ve výdaj́ıchLOC.

The refreshments costs were included in the overall costs.

Since PDT-Vallex guidelines do not allow capturing the transformation of a

directional form into a locative form driven by passivization within a single entry,

it is necessary to keep an additional frame in the lexicon (109).

(109) zahrnout3: ACT PAT LOC

Zahrnuli poplatky v ceně.12

12 The CzEngVallex uses this particular exemplification with an active clause, nevertheless,

an active form of the verb “zahrnout” together with a container expressed by a locative
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7.3.4 ACT-LOC Conflict as a Structural Issue

Conflicts appear in the data with verb equivalents that can but might not be

mutually conversive. Both sides of the translation then include some strategy of

agent demotion in the structure.

Usually, on the English side of the translation, the subject position is filled

with an entity that cannot be interpreted as the Agent, but is in a kind of

metonymical semantic relation to the Agent. These are primarily expressions

allowing an implicit locative interpretation, i.e., names of institutions (110), ge-

ographical entities, countries (111), media, documents (112) etc.

(110) a. The UniversityACT of California at San Francisco is also circulating a

memo among its scientific faculty that will restrict contact with the

world of business.

Také na Kalifornské univerzitěLOC v San Francisku koluje mezi vědeckými

zaměstnanci oběžńık, který omeźı kontakt s obchodńım světem.

(111) a. After numerous occurrences of questionable teacher help to students,

TexasACT is revising its security practices.

Po častém výskytu př́ıpad̊u diskutabilńı pomoci učitele student̊um

přehodnocuj́ı v TexasuLOC sv̊uj systém zabezpečeńı test̊u.

(112) a. The formACT asks for such details as the client’s name, Social Security

number, passport number and details about the services provided for

the payment.

Ve formulářiLOC jsou k vyplněńı takové položky, jako je jméno klienta,

č́ıslo sociálńıho zabezpečeńı, č́ıslo pasu a detailńı popis služeb posky-

tovaných za danou platbu.

A non-agent-like and potentially locative character of such participants is

supported by a dual possibility of anaphoric reference (113), or, more generally,

a dual possibility of translation – either by a subject or by a locative adverbial

(see two possibilities of translating the word “report” in (114) and (115)).

(113) a. The industry, which currently employs about 25,000 people in Lon-

don, has shed about 2,500 jobs over the past two years.

b. V tomto sektoru, kterýACT v současné době zaměstnává 25 000 lid́ı v

Londýně, bylo během posledńıch dvou let zrušeno na 2 500 pracovńıch

mı́st.

phrase is an extremely improbable combination in Czech, actually, there is no such sentence

in the whole SYN2015 section of the Czech National Corpus.
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c. V tomto sektoru, kdeLOC je v současné době zaměstnáno 25 000 lid́ı...

(114) The report says that the restructuring will take place over a two-year pe-

riod and will principally involve the transfer and termination of employees

in our U.S. operations.

ZprávaACT uvád́ı, že “restrukturalizace proběhne během dvou let a bude

zahrnovat zejména přesun a ukončeńı práce zaměstnanc̊u v amerických

provozech.”

(115) The report to Congress said that fatalities rose 18% in 1987 and 13% in

1988 on rural interstates.

Ve zprávěLOC pro Kongres se uvád́ı, že smrtelné úrazy stouply na venkovských

mezistátńıch silnićıch v roce 1987 o 18% a v roce 1988 o 13%.

All the occurrences of the conflict between ACT-LOC and ACT-ACT align-

ment in the data share a common character. The English sentence contains a

verb in a primary diathesis which opens the Agent position, but there is a non-

agentive entity in the subject position. The Czech side of the translation involves

a variety of compensational strategies with respect to the predicate. If the pred-

icates remain semantically close, the sentence perspective, the verb diathesis or

reflexivity, is usually altered. In (116a) the Czech translation includes a passive,

in (116b), it is the deagentive construction with a reflexive form of the verb, and

(116c) can be considered an example of resultative use of the verb plus participle

form.

(116) a. Two Minneapolis shareholder suitsACT in the past month have accused

top officers of making “various untrue statements”

Minulý měśıc bylo ve dvou žalobáchLOC ze strany akcionářǔ z Min-

neapolisu nejvyšśı vedeńı obviněno z toho, že čińı “r̊uzná nepravdivá

prohlášeńı.”

b. The exchangeACT had forecast that the contract would begin trading

by December.

Na burzeLOC se předpov́ıdalo, že smlouva se začne obchodovat od pros-

ince.

c. The statementACT added, “Someone has regrettably chosen to selec-

tively summarize portions of highly classified correspondence between

the two branches of government.”

V prohlášeńıLOC je dále uvedeno: “Někdo se bohužel rozhodl selek-

tivně shrnout některé části př́ısně tajné korespondence mezi těmito

dvěma vládńımi institucemi.”
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The use of a locative adverbial in such cases is a direct consequence of the

deagentivization of the construction, i.e., the locational character of the partic-

ipant substituting the actor is a part of the agent-demoting strategy and goes

hand in hand with a change in diathesis.

7.3.5 Summary

The cases of mutual alignment of ACT and LOC in the data can be split into

two groups. The first group consists of verbs for which the ACT-LOC alignment

represents a default option, the most frequent or the only possible one, therefore,

the first choice in translation. In this case, the ACT-LOC alignment is stored

as the default option in CzEngVallex. Consequently, with this group of verbs,

there are no conflicts in the data, and the alignment generates only a functor

mismatch, i.e., a mutual alignment of different functors without any visible effect

on the sentence structure.

The second group consists of verbs which display an unmarked, matching

alignment of syntactic Actors. Sometimes, one side of the translation uses an

agent demotion strategy resulting in a change of diathesis, which causes a substi-

tution of the (missing or generalized) Actor with a locative. Therefore, a conflict

between the lexicon-stored alignment and the proposed alignment in the data

based on lexical correspondence arises.

The grounds for the ACT-LOC conflict lie in the character of the chosen

descriptive theory. In this case, we deal with a semantic underspecification of the

Actor position.

The Actor position is prototypically realized as the nominative, locative form

is not listed as a possible realization form of an Actor. If the given dependant

stands in the syntactic position of the subject and is nominative, than it is pro-

totypically interpreted as the Actor and any locative interpretation is excluded.

On the other hand, the locative form of the dependant excludes the Actor inter-

pretation, even though there are some attempts in the Czech linguistic tradition

to introduce locative subjects.

Contrary to Czech, the English language easily allows filling the Actor position

with semantically non-agentive expressions, if the Agent is non-specific, gener-

alized. This is probably a result of the formal requirement of an overt subject

in the syntactic structure. In case of locative subjects, a metonymical relation

to the semantic Agent is often present. On the other hand, Czech is allowed to

leave the subject position covert and the non-specificity of the semantic Agent

is expressed by a range of morphological markers on the verb. Nevertheless, the

locative in a way substitutes the empty Actor position, and we suggest that a

similar process happens not only in the case of an Actor, but also in case of other
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actant positions. In a strictly semantic approach, we might talk not only about

a locative Actor, but also about a locative Origo (117) or a locative Addressee

(118).

(117) Dozvěděl jsem se o tom na sch̊uzi.

I’ve learned about that at the meeting.

(118) Oznámı́m to ve škole.

I will announce it at the school.

Eliminating conflicts of this kind from the PCEDT data can be done in two

ways. Either a new verb sense for the constructions with a generalized Actor and

a locative can be created in the lexicon. This is similar to what we suggest for

instrumental Actors in Chapter 7.1.

The second solution of the conflict requires a deeper semantic analysis of

the constructions on the English side, a careful identification of metonymical

Actors and allowing the possibility of annotating nominative expressions with

non-actant labels. However, such a solution goes against the basic principles of

the FGD theoretical framework and would result in further large consequences

for the treatment of other similar constructions, therefore, we do not prefer this

solution.
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Conclusions

In the thesis, we used the annotated data of the PCEDT and the CzEngVallex

lexicon to reveal the grounds for valency differences in translations between Czech

and English. We made two basic hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 For each pair of Czech-English valency frames there should be

a unique way of tectogrammatic alignment of arguments. Potential conflicts of

alignment signalize a deficiency in the finegrainedness or depth of syntactic de-

scription. We argue that there should be no conflicts in the data.

There are more possible approaches to the resolution of points of alignment

conflict in the data.

• The conflict suggests that a new valency frame is needed for one of the

verbs in question. The different restructuring of arguments is probably a

result of a shift in meaning.

• The conflict points out a problem of improper theoretical treatment of a

particular syntactic phenomenon as a matter of tectogrammatic or analyti-

cal tree structure. It requires different approach to the annotation practice,

or a consensual treatment.

Nevertheless, the possible solutions of the conflicts in the data might involve

either major reinterpretation of the basic theoretical concepts of the FGD VT, or

they reach above a reasonable level of fine-grainedness of the theory. The most

problematic issue in this respect is the differentiation between arguments and

adjuncts, actants and free modifications. As it is a crucial issue for each theoret-

ical approach dealing with valency and because none of the existing theoretical

approaches offers fully satisfying criteria, the solution of the problem still lies

somewhere ahead.
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Hypothesis 2 There will be a small but significant number of cases where the

number of valency positions under corresponding verbs differs, or a functor value

in the source language and the corresponding functor value in the target language

do not match.

A close inquiry into the data showed that argument non-correspondences may

have different grounds:

• different inherent properties of the languages leading to different interpre-

tations of the syntactic structure within the given linguistic theory, e.g.,

– different analysis of the argument’s position in the syntactic structure

(ECM constructions, LVCs);

– different morphological realization of a semantic participant leading to

its different structural realization;

• translation shifts causing different syntactic hierarchization of the semantic

structure, such as diathesis alternations, especially those involving deagen-

tivization;

• general “hot spots” of the linguistic theory, unresolved issues such as LVCs,

predicative complements, beneficiaries, etc;

• specific properties of the descriptive theory

– little relevance of the criteria for judging concrete utterances;

– strong adherence to the morphological form;

– semantic underspecification of the first and second argument position;

• occasional inconsistencies of the source data;

• partial influence of extralinguistic conditions, such as low judgment confi-

dence of the non-native English speakers among the annotators in the case

of English data.

Of these underlying reasons, we perceive as crucial exactly those that are

connected to the general problem of applying a particular developed valency

theory to a different language material. Some of the internal criteria of the

FGD valency theory (especially those tied to the syntactic and morphological

properties of Czech) lose their relevance when confronted with English data. In

other cases, we are lacking additional criteria to deal with phenomena specific
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for English. Nevertheless, many of the problems mentioned in this thesis can be

easily overcome without the need for major changes in the theory itself.

New data are always a kind of challenge for a theory. Even though they

sometimes appear as contradicting the theory, the theory should find its way

to deal with them, either by reinterpreting its old rules, by including additional

rules, or by introducing exceptions. On the other hand, different language data

often shed light on complicated phenomena of the original language. Apart from

contradicting, they can also confirm our linguistic assumptions and intuitions or

they can draw our attention to unnecessary mistakes and inconsistencies and thus

help us keep our data clean. This is, after all, why we welcome the challenge and

keep going.
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LINDAT webpage browser of CzEngVallex
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Table of Macros used within the
CzEngVallex extension

Macro Action

! Add note

n Edit note

S Add all artificial sons

s Add artificial sons

F Browse FramesPairs file

CTRL+SHIFT+Return Browsed valency frame lexicon

CTRL+Return Select and assign valency frame

Alt+l Change not collect

Alt+r Change slot remove

c Collect slot links to FramesPairs file

C Collect slot links to FramesPairs file for all nodes

r Debug: redraw automatic slot links

R Debug: redraw automatic slot links for all nodes

ALT+R Delete slot links from FramesPairs

space Remember current node

SHIFT+space Forget current node

H Handle all coordinations, appositions and SM

h Handle coordination, apposition and SM

L Reload FramesPairs file

P Save FramesPairs file

f Set functor for CzEngVallex purposes

a Toggle display all nodes

A Toggle display suggested arrows for all nodes
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